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The warmth of native
tongues is unparalleled,
no matter where in India
one is from. In this issue
of Prabha, we uphold
the richness of India’s
linguistic diversity and
cultural excellence
through music, books,
storytelling, theatre
and stimulating
conversations
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The Stunning Beauty
of Indian Languages

A

merican novelist Amy Tan wrote, “I spend a great deal
of my time thinking about the power of language — the
way it can evoke an emotion, a visual image, a complex
idea, or a simple truth.” This, perhaps, is most true of one’s mother
tongue. There’s a plethora of emotions, expressions and visions
that are unique to every language. It was a matter of tremendous
pride for us as Indians when the translation of Geetanjali Shree’s
Hindi novel, Ret Samadhi, won the 2022 International Booker
Prize. It was an unprecedented feat. This issue of Prabha celebrates
Shree’s triumph, highlights the richness of India’s diverse tongues,
and documents stimulating discussions around the importance of
literature written in regional languages.
Prabha Khaitan Foundation’s initiative Aakhar has worked
consistently to promote Indian authors who write in regional
languages. The Aakhar sessions, as recounted by the Foundation’s
associates and Ehsaas Women, will help readers gauge the
significant impact the initiative has had. We hope you will read
about engaging conversations with stalwarts from different walks
of life — from Javed Akhtar and Shabana Azmi to Usha Uthup
and Deepti Naval.
The Foundation owes several significant achievements to the
Ehsaas Women, who have stood like pillars to ensure the success
of each and every event in their cities. As the Foundation extends
its activities to the beautiful and bustling Indore, we welcome the
dynamic Ehsaas Women of Indore into the fold.
With hospitality being instrumental to the smooth functioning
of all programmes, we are proud to partner with Hotel Radisson
in Jalandhar, which has changed the face of international tourism
in the city. You will find more about the impeccable hospitality of
the ‘Pride of Jalandhar’ in the pages of this issue.
We hope that you enjoy reading this edition of Prabha.
Don’t forget to write to us with your suggestions and feedback
at newsletter@pkfoundation.org!

CHILDHOOD DAYS
60

Disclaimer: The views and opinions expressed in the articles are those of the
authors. They do not reflect the opinions or views of the Foundation or its members.
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SNAPSHOT
OF THE MONTH

An artistic piece created by Sudipta Kundu, the Foundation's in-house artist, which will be featured on the Aakhar website that will be launched soon

WISHES EHSAAS WOMEN BORN IN AUGUST
1st August

8th August

12th August

22nd August

Kalpana Chaudhary

Huma Khalil Mirza

Dona Ganguly

23rd August

23rd August

Anantmala Potdar

Ina Puri

Chandni Chopra

Aakriti Periwal

Anjum Babukhan

27th August

29th August
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The practice of writing and recording events came to India more than 4,000
years ago, with the Indus Valley Civilization. Today, with 28 states, eight
Union territories and a vast population, India has 22 scheduled languages,
with several thousand others that are non-scheduled but just as rich.
With its unique initiative, Aakhar, Prabha Khaitan Foundation seeks to
highlight the work of Indian authors in regional languages, and, in this way,
cement its commitment to the preservation of India’s linguistic and literary
diversity. With the support of Ehsaas Women, the pan-India conversations
under the Aakhar banner have enjoyed resounding success. Read all about it,
in the words of the Foundation’s associates and Ehsaas Women themselves.
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GUJARATI

Literature from the
Land of the Mahatma
Aavo padharo are words of welcome in the Gujarati language, and it
is here, in this state, that these words ring true.
Stretching out into the Arabian Sea, with a hint of the desert
and with a coastline of 1,600 kilometres, is Gujarat: the home of
Mahatma Gandhi, the Father of the Nation. It is renowned for its
beaches, temples, towns and historic capital. Wildlife sanctuaries,
hill resorts and natural grandeur are the gifts of Gujarat. Sculptures,
handicrafts, arts and festivals also make the state rich. Gujarat is also among the most
technologically advanced states, housing the largest petrochemical complex of the country.
The diverse, vibrant state of Gujarat has made a significant contribution to the cultural
realm of India. In the arena of music, Sugam Sangeet, as a musical form, has been acclaimed
the world over, and the varied use of instruments such as the turi, manjira, ektaro, jantar,
zanz pot drum and so on makes the music melodious and unique. Similarly, in the arena of
dance, we can see the four major forms: Dandiya, Garba, Garbi and Padhar. A number of
languages are spoken in the state. The official language of Gujarat is Gujarati, which is the
26th most widely spoken language in the world. It is an Indo-Aryan language derived from
Sanskrit. In addition to this, it has 11 dialects, spoken in different parts of the state.
The literary tradition in Gujarat is immense, in the form of folk songs, narratives,
theatre and aphorisms. Tracing their origins back to the Sultanate period, the stories and
messages evolved as they passed down the generations, leaving behind versions of myth and
legends. The literary tradition in Gujarat is largely linked to the Bhakti Movement; it swept
across most of India, a period which began with the poet, Narsinh Mehta, around the 12th
century. The teachings of Ramanujacharya and Shankaracharya percolated into Gujarat and
influenced the lives of the people. Mirabai, the foremost woman poet, dedicated her life to
the worship of Krishna. Akhyans, a form of storytelling through verse, was popularized by
Premanand.
The legacy of Gujarati literature is huge and everlasting, but the language is facing
an uncertain future in this country. Different measures have been adopted by different
organizations to promote and spread awareness about the Gujarati language and its rich
cultural heritage. The foremost among them, and the most dedicated, is Prabha Khaitan
Foundation.
The Foundation, founded by the late Dr Prabha Khaitan in the early 1980s, works
tirelessly towards promoting literature and language by supporting authors and writers and
engaging youngsters and creative minds. The Aakhar sessions and seminars conducted
by the Foundation have taught us that it is our duty to preserve our varied languages and
traditions that make India so diverse and unique.
— Priyanshi Patel
Karma Foundation
(Aakhar associate for the Gujarati language)
Ehsaas Woman of Ahmedabad
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BENGALI

Writing for the
Fearless Mind

T

he name of Prabha Khaitan is revered and respected
all over India and abroad. Not only was she a novelist,
poet and entrepreneur, but also a feminist, and every year,
we celebrate the birth anniversary of this truly eminent
personality.

country, will help
foster cultural
synchronicity among
people from different
corners of India.

As the people of West Bengal, we are honoured to
be members of Prabha Khaitan Foundation, which is
dedicated to the promotion of culture, performing arts,
literature and women’s empowerment. As a part
of Purba Paschim, a renowned theatre group from
Kolkata, we are on a mission to contribute to the
success of the Foundation’s Aakhar initiative under
the tutelage of the illustrious theatre artist, Soumitra
Mitra. Despite the pandemic, we have been successful
in organising more than 10 literary sessions with
distinguished personalities from varied fields,
such as Manoj Mitra, Prem Prakash, Shirshendu
Mukhopadhyay, Ranjan Bandyopadhyay, Pracheta Gupta,
Joy Goswami, Subodh Sarkar, Ujjal Chattopadhyay and
the representative of the new generation, the poet and
lyricist, Srijato.

With the advent of consumerism, society is heading
towards increased self-centeredness. People are
becoming less sensitive towards the needs of others.
With its plethora of cultural and literary initiatives, the
Foundation is helping people rekindle their emotional
and empathetic sides via cultural rejuvenation.

The most recent session of Aakhar welcomed the
social activist, novelist and poet, Jaya Mitra, as the
honourable guest. The journey for Aakhar Kolkata had
started with the launching of Dekhi Bismoye, a book
written by the eminent actor, director, writer, painter and
poet, Soumitra Chattopadhyay, and edited by Soumitra
Mitra. Similarly, the session with the beloved Bengali
novelist, Shirshendu Mukhopadhyay, was one of the most
memorable ones. The writer explained the difference
between reportage and literature, and shared with the
audience how he writes short stories.
Moreover, the launch of the Bengali version of Prem
Prakash’s book, Reporting India, was one such session
that had the audience consistently engaged, as did
another session, where Srijato recited Sankha Ghosh’s
poems. With every session enriching the literary and
cultural ambience of the city, Aakhar Kolkata strongly
believes that these interactions, along with the other
initiatives of the Foundation in different parts of the

It is indeed historic how the Foundation, supported
by Shree Cement Ltd, is continually engaging in these
educational and intellectual exchanges across India. The
day is not far when the Foundation becomes an archive
of Indian culture and literature. It is helping to create
the ideal world of Tagore’s dreams, as encapsulated in
his words:
“Where the mind is without fear and the head is held
high;
Where knowledge is free;
 here the world has not been broken up into
W
fragments by narrow domestic walls;
Where words come out from the depth of truth;
 here tireless striving stretches its arms towards
W
perfection;
 here the clear stream of reason has not lost its way
W
into the dreary desert sand of dead habit;
 here the mind is led forward by thee into everW
widening thought and action
I nto that heaven of freedom, my Father, let my country
awake.”
Thus, with Aakhar Kolkata, we hope to be able to
achieve the vision and mission of the Foundation.
— Anup Bandyopadhyay
Purba Paschim
(Aakhar associate for the Bengali language)
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The Warmth of the
Marathi Tongue

G

reetings in one’s native
language, more often
than not, give people a sense
of belonging. A familiar
greeting can be an icebreaker,
and can even be the beginning of a lasting friendship.
At Aakhar, we aim to preserve these languages, as they
are crucial to one’s identity.
In 1999, UNESCO proclaimed February 21 as
International Mother Language Day to promote cultural
diversity and multilingualism across the globe. After
the 1971 Census, the Indian government stated that any
indigenous language that is spoken by less than 10,000
people would no longer be considered an official language
of India. India may have lost 220 languages since 1961,
but another 150 languages can vanish in the next 50 years.
There are 600 potentially endangered languages in India.
Whenever a language dies, what dies along with it is its
unique perspective, as well as a piece of history and the
culture of the speakers. The onus of saving a language is
therefore on us.
“The disappearance of a language deprives us of
knowledge no less valuable than some future miracle
drug that may be lost when a species goes extinct,”
wrote Russ Rymer in the National Geographic in 2012.
The disappearance of a language takes with it age-old
medicinal remedies, wisdom about local biodiversity, and
the ability to preserve nature and culture. This equation
also gives local languages the key to eliminating climate
change. Thus, for Prabha Khaitan Foundation, languages
are not just an assemblage of words and sounds. They are
a proud repository of traditions, culture and roots, and
we have succeeded in reviving the fondness for regional
literature by starting the initiative Aakhar.
With English being considered the language of
development, the younger generation of Marathi speakers
have been distanced from Marathi literature. We’re rapidly
becoming, in author Pavan Varma’s words, “a nation of
linguistic half-castes, insecure in English and neglectful of
their own mother tongue”. Thus, with Aakhar, we strive
to mitigate the effects of globalisation and celebrate the
centuries-old rich history of fine literature, especially in
the case of Marathi, where this history is more than 700
years old.

Having conducted its cultural activities across various
states of the country, Aakhar has reached Maharashtra,
since the Marathi language is spoken by more than 83
million people across the world. It is the third most
spoken language in India. Marathi has some of the oldest
literature, dating back even to the first century. Some
famous Marathi authors who have been loved all across
India include poets and playwrights like Vijay Tendulkar,
Sane Guruji, Laxmibai Tilak, Anna Bhau Sathe, Shivaji
Samant, Vishnu Khandekar and Ranjit Desai.
We started our Aakhar sessions with none other
than Vishwas Patil. An eminent Marathi novelist, Patil
has written 13 novels on many realistic issues and the
adversities faced by the masses. At the age of 32, Patil
became the youngest recipient of the coveted Sahitya
Akademi award for his novel Zadazadati: A Dirge for the
Damned. He has also been awarded the Jnanpith Award
and the Priyadarshini National Award for literature.
The author of critically acclaimed books such as Not
Gone with the Wind and Anna Bhahu: The Lion of Dalit
Literature has carved a niche for himself with his history
writing. His luminous work, Panipat, has become a
cult classic among history buffs. The session with Patil
was delightful in every sense. The underlying emotions
were pride and joy, which spurred people on to make a
beeline for the event. Patil’s humility won us all over. The
tête-à-tête between the author and readers seemed like a
conversation between friends. That day, Marathi bound us
all together like no other.
The very next month, we launched the Marathi
translation of Tuhin A. Sinha’s book, The Legend of
Birsa Munda. The event saw the presence of none other
than Nitin Gadkari, Minister of Road Transport and
Highways of India. He spoke at length about the need
for encouraging regional languages and appreciated the
efforts of Prabha Khaitan Foundation towards this noble
cause. The congratulatory messages that followed made all
our efforts worth it. The Aakhar sessions were welcomed
by the people of Nagpur as well, proving the success of the
initiative!
— Priyanka Kothari
Ehsaas Woman of Nagpur
(Ehsaas Women of Nagpur are the Foundation’s
associates for Aakhar in the Marathi language)
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— Vedula Ramalakshmi
Ehsaas Woman of Bhubaneswar
(Ehsaas Women of Bhubaneswar are the Foundation’s
associates for Aakhar in the Odia language)
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PUNJABI

Falling in Love With Punjabi

A

akhar Punjab was initiated by Prabha Khaitan
Foundation in collaboration with Majha House,
a literary and cultural forum based in Amritsar. This
prestigious venture was inaugurated by Punjab’s leading
poet and Padma Shri awardee, Surjit Patar, on December
18, 2019. In his inaugural speech, Patar spoke about the
importance of preserving Punjabi as a language, and in
his conversation with Amy Singh, he discussed his art,
and the themes and motifs that frequent his poetry. He
also recited many of his poems showcasing his concern
for the environment and Punjab. Following this inaugural
session, the Majha House team have successfully
organized eight Aakhar sessions with leading exponents
of Punjabi arts, literature and theatre.
The spoken word artist, Amy Singh, was invited to
another Aakhar session, this time to read her poems from
the The Daak series, a set of sensitive poems talking about
communal harmony and ties that bind people across
borders. With her initiative, Cross Connection Poetry,
she aims to bring poetry into open spaces to make it
accessible to all.

was inspired by the Covid-19
lockdown and the isolation of
patients in hospitals, was also
one of the most beloved writers
to be invited to the sessions.
Some of our other guests during the online Aakhar
sessions included the senior journalist, poet and writer,
Nirupama Dutt, whose biography of the Dalit writer,
Bant Singh, The Ballad of Bant Singh, had received much
acclaim, and whose published volume of poetry, Ik
Nadi Sanwali Jehi (A Stream Somewhat Dark), won her
the Punjabi Academy Award in 2000. Our session with
noted playwright, actor and theatre personality, Kewal
Dhaliwal, was greatly appreciated, as, other than being a
playwright, Dhaliwal is also the director and president of
the Chandigarh Sangeet Natak Akademi. An alumnus of
the National School of Drama, Kewal was awarded the
prestigious International Ford Foundation Fellowship for
his contribution to the world of theatre.

Similarly, the renowned Dalit writer, Des Raj Kali,
was also a guest at the Aakhar session in February 2020.
Des Raj is the author of short story anthologies like Kath
Kali (Stories of Kali), Fakiri (Mendicancy) and Yahan
Chai Achhi Nahi Banti (Good Tea is Not Served Here),
and novels like Antheen (Eternal), Pratham Pauran (First
Puran), Shanti Parav and Shehar Vich Sahn Honn da
Matlab (What It Means to be a Bull in the Town). Having
also written plays like Parmeshwari (Goddess) and Nar
Natak (The Male Play), his writing focuses on the Dalit
consciousness, and on the everyday struggles of the
common people.

In March 2022, the Foundation asked Majha House
to curate a festival of young Punjabi writers, and we did!
‘Punjabi Yuva Sanmelan: Sahit Ate Sabhyachaar’ was held
on March 23, and we could showcase the writing of the
younger crop of writers in the Punjabi language. With
a mix of well known and upcoming writers like Jasbir
Singh, Harwinder Bhandal, Neetu Arora, Jagwinder
Jodha, Simran Aks, Shivraj Ludhianvi, Sarghi, Arvinder
Dhaliwal, Jatinder Haans and Jasbir Mand, the festival
struck a chord with the audience and was an immediate
success. Students from different universities in Amritsar
were invited to read to the audience from their favourite
writers’ works, and S. Bakhtawar Singh was the guest of
honour at the festival.

When Covid-19 hit the world, and India was in the
midst of a raging pandemic, the Aakhar series went
online. One of the first speakers during this period
was former IAS officer, S. Bakhtawar Singh. Being a
prolific poet, Singh’s Sufi lyrics have been sung by many
renowned singers across the world. In the two years of the
government-mandated lockdown, several other online
sessions were conducted with illustrious authors and
poets such as Artinder Sandhu, who, apart from having 14
books of stories and prose to her credit, is also the editor
of the Punjabi literary journal, Ekam, and the executive
member of the Punjab Sahit Academy. Gurmeet Karyalvi,
whose latest novel, O Ikki Din (Those Twenty-One Days),

The Aakhar series has enjoyed great popularity, and
each time we have had an audience of more than fifty
engaged and rapt listeners. Buoyed by the love that the
series has generated, we are now all geared up to take
this series to the three other cities of Punjab: Jalandhar,
Ludhiana and Chandigarh. With the plans in place, the
Majha House team, with the support of the Foundation,
is all set to make people fall in love with the Punjabi
language all over again!
— Preeti Gill
Majha House
(Aakhar associate for the Punjabi language)
Ehsaas Woman of Amritsar
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— Pramod Sharma
Grassroot Media Foundation
Advisor - Rajasthani Language Programmes,
Prabha Khaitan Foundation
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— Gaurav Girija Shukla
Abhikalp Foundation
(Aakhar associate for the Chhattisgarhi language)
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JAIPUR

Writing To Leave
Behind a Legacy
uprooted from their homes. I
especially wanted to learn more about
Punjab during that time.”

Priya Hajela

“My mother was bi-polar. I
Gupta was curious to know why
wanted to understand her
Hajela chose fashion as a subject
life since we had a distant
for a story set in that troubled time.
relationship.” These were the
“It’s because I wanted to be like [my
Aanchal Gupta
words of Priya Hajela as she
character] Noor, who is strong, feisty
introduced her book, Ladies’
and loves khadi,” said Hajela. “In fact,
Tailor. Hajela, a fiction writer who holds an MBA degree
the story establishes Noor’s love for khadi!” Hajela spent
from Vanderbilt University, is known for her short
an astonishing 22 years in the corporate field before
stories such as An Affair, The Tattoo Artist and Daughters’
switching careers to become a writer. She
Revenge. Ladies’ Tailor is her first
considers a literary pilgrimage to Goa,
novel. Prabha Khaitan Foundation
since the author, Amitav Ghosh, lives
organised a special session of The
My corporate life taught
there. “I am a big fan of Ghosh’s work,”
Write Circle with Hajela. The session
said Hajela. “I keep hoping to run
me
to
be
structured
and
was moderated by Aanchal Gupta, a
into him but I still do not know what
disciplined. This continued
digital marketing professional and a
I’m going to say if I do!” The author
when I switched careers.
social media marketing and content
reflected further on the positive effect
manager who loves writing, travelling
I am a disciplined writer
that a corporate lifestyle has had on her
and yoga. The event saw Hajela talk
and have my own space
writing. “My corporate life taught me
about her book and her future plans as
to be structured and disciplined. This
to think and write. Getting
an author.
continued when I switched careers. I
published is great not
“Ladies’ Tailor is a story of
am a disciplined writer and have my
because of the reviews or
overcoming odds,” said Hajela. “It is
own space to think and write. Getting
the followers, but because
set in the Partition era, as I wanted
published is great not because of the
I get to leave behind
to learn more about those times and
reviews or the followers, but because I
understand how manic depression
a legacy
get to leave behind a legacy.”
affected people back then and how
Hajela’s next projects are a book
they managed it. I accessed archives
about four generations from Punjab
that had records of people migrating
and a story on a financial scam. Before
via land and the sea, all of whom were
concluding the session, she was happy to interact with the
audience and talk about the Sikh people, the prevalence of
khadi in Indian society and, of course, her admiration for
Amitav Ghosh!

Mita Kapur

Narendra Singh

The Write Circle Jaipur was presented
by Shree Cement Ltd in association with Siyahi,
Spagia Foundation, ITC Rajputana and
with the support of Ehsaas Women of Jaipur

COIMBATORE
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Paying Homage to an
Evergreen Woman

Usha Uthup

Srishti Jha

A

singer and the translator. With a career
s part of a series of new
spanning over 50 years, Usha Uthup’s
beginnings, Prabha Khaitan
Foundation put its imprint on
musical talent has mesmerised fans
across generations. Etched into the
Coimbatore by organising its firstminds of music aficionados are
ever book launch in the city under its
her evergreen hits such as ‘Darling’,
Kitaab initiative. The event saw the
‘Rambha Ho’ and the iconic song ‘Hare
unveiling of the translated biography
Rama Hare Krishna’ from Dev Anand’s
of the legendary Indian pop singer,
Anindita Chatterjee
eponymous film.
Usha Uthup. Initially written in Hindi
by Vikas Kumar Jha and titled Ullas Ki Naav,
So what led to her Hindi biography? “I do
the biography has been translated into English by
not believe in coincidences; everything happens in a
Jha’s own daughter, Srishti Jha, and titled The Queen
planned way,” said Uthup. “My meeting with Vikas
of Indian Pop: The Authorised Biography of Usha
Kumar Jha, this talented writer from Bihar, was
Uthup.
the kind of affair where everything fell into
For the first event of the Foundation’s
Coimbatore chapter, Anindita
Chatterjee, the Executive Trustee
of the Foundation, delivered the
introductory note; Poonam Bafna,
Ehsaas Woman of Coimbatore,
moderated the event and helmed
the conversation with the eminent

place like the pieces of a jigsaw puzzle.”
Elaborating further, she added that the
daughter of one of the people in Vikas
Kumar Jha’s book McCluskieganj
happened to be friends with the
singer’s daughter; this acted as an
impetus to the creation of the book.
Praising Vikas Kumar Jha’s literary

Poonam Bafna
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COIMBATORE

I grew up with the immense level of affection
that my father, Vikas Kumar Jha, had for Usha
Uthup as an icon and as a person. When I was
a child, and my father used to read out the
chapters, I felt that I had a celestial connection
with the woman in the book. Her biography
is the extraordinary tale of a personality who
always insists that she is ordinary”
— Srishti Jha

abilities and his photographic memory, Uthup proudly
asserted that Ullas ki Naav shattered stereotypes by being
the first-ever biography of a pop artist to be written in
Hindi.
As for Srishti Jha, being Vikas Kumar Jha’s daughter
inspired her admiration for Uthup, which ultimately
drove her to translate the book into English. “I grew up
with the immense level of affection that my father had
for [Uthup] as an icon and as a person,” she explained.
“When I was a child, and my father used to read out the
chapters, I felt that I had a celestial connection with the
woman in the book. Her biography is the extraordinary
tale of a personality who always insists that she is
ordinary.”
When asked about her signature style, Uthup
remarked, “Wearing a saree was never a marketing
strategy. In South India there was an immediate
acceptance about the way I looked and what I sang.” Even
though there were predefined ideas about singers who
performed at nightclubs, her talent spoke for itself and the
naysayers soon became passive bystanders to her meteoric
rise as a pop icon in India. She was also widely accepted
by the audience in Bengal and her rendition of Tagore’s
“Purano Sei Diner Kotha” was well received, despite her
legal tussle with the state government. “Music is purity
and the song is always bigger than the artist,” said Uthup.

Erine Louis

Anusha Ravi

Kamal Haasan's virtual speech for the event

Speaking about the book, Srishti Jha admitted that
she did not have a target audience in mind while writing
the book. “The idea was to reconnect the audience with
[Uthup’s] vibe and to keep the essence of the original
book alive so as to adequately pay homage to Usha Uthup
both as the woman and as the artist,” she said. For the
singer, too, the purpose of the book was “for people to
know where it all started”. Srishti also read an excerpt
from the chapter ‘Never Know How Much I Love You’
during the session. It kept the audience riveted.
The event drew to a close with a Q&A session with
the audience, which allowed them to interact closely
with the legendary personality, who loves to call herself
a true ‘Bharatbasi’. Erine Louis, the General Manager,
Welcomhotel by ITC, delivered the formal vote of
thanks while Geetha Padmanabhan (Secretary of GRD
Institutions) felicitated Uthup, and Anusha Ravi (CEO
of Park Group of Institutions) felicitated Srishti Jha on
behalf of the Foundation.
Kitaab Coimbatore was presented by Shree Cement
Ltd in association with Welcomhotel by ITC and with the
support of Ehsaas Women of Coimbatore

The audience at the event
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oices From The City
Dedicated to the promotion of art and culture, Prabha Khaitan Foundation
took its activities to the charming city of Coimbatore. The Ehsaas Women
who are integral to the Foundation, were at the forefront of executing the
launch. Here’s what they had to say.

A

s the old adage goes, “well
begun is half done”. The
spectacular launch of Prabha
Khaitan Foundation’s activities
in Coimbatore with legendary
singer Usha Uthup cemented
our organisation’s presence in
this beautiful valley city. Words
of appreciation for the event
poured in from a veritable list of homegrown celebrities,
including top-ranking officers from the Indian Army and
Navy, and other business magnates. These truly made us
feel like we have made a mark on the cultural hub of the
city.

The presence of the heads of several major educational
institutions, such as Geetha Padmanabhan (Secretary,
GRD Institutions) and Anusha Ravi (CEO, Park Group of
Institutions), and several other literary enthusiasts added
a special touch to the event, as did Erine Louis, General
Manager of ITC Welcomhotel, who hosted the event. The
highlight of the event was a special message from veteran
actor Kamal Hassan, who conveyed his best wishes.

T

he launch of the biography of
Usha Uthup — a person who
has earned the love and admiration
of people across generations and
who has been a representative of
India’s diverse heritage and culture
— as the first-ever event organised
by Prabha Khaitan Foundation in
Coimbatore was as enthralling as it was
fitting. Uthup, in her signature way, is an embodiment
of the values and vision of the Foundation, which
continually pushes ahead in its mission to promote the
performing arts, culture, education, literature, gender
equality and women’s empowerment. Coimbatore has
a discerning community, one which is thoughtful in its
associations, and it has been a matter of pride for my

The city of Coimbatore, with its eclectic mix of
residents and their fondness for the performing arts, was
thrilled with the addition of the Foundation’s activities
to its cultural ambience. Moreover, the interaction with
a bonafide celebrity like Usha Uthup — the 74-year-old,
inimitable vocalist who has been singing for 53 years in
17 languages — and hearing the tales of her journey as a
‘people’s singer’ left us enthralled and excited to read her
upcoming biography The Queen of Indian Pop. The book
is authored by Shrishti Jha, who also shared her insights
and experiences with us. The audience loved the humour
and honesty of the entire interaction.
The true ethos of the Foundation came alive in
Coimbatore, which boasts of several connoisseurs of art
who are always eager for more such events. The seamless
organisation of the event by ITC Hotels and their constant
support as our hospitality partner made it a cakewalk and
an occasion of absolute euphoria for all of us. It was truly
an exciting beginning, and we are eager for more amazing
things to come in the days ahead.
— Poonam Bafna
Ehsaas Woman of Coimbatore

fellow Ehsaas Woman, Poonam Bafna, and me to have
been the representatives of an organisation as prestigious
and empowering as the Foundation.
The event and the ensuing interaction drew a crowd,
and everyone thoroughly enjoyed the conversations,
the singing and the infectious spirit of Uthup. It also
showcased the Foundation’s ethos, setting the tone for
its activities in the future. We have received amazing
feedback and requests for information on the upcoming
lineup of events. Not only the people of the city but also
the Ehsaas Women of Coimbatore are eagerly awaiting
the next set of enriching events to be held here in
association with the Foundation.
— Roopa Mohandas
Ehsaas Woman of Coimbatore
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Daisy: The Rescue Pup

Daisy

Daisy’s Story

being spayed, she made tonnes of new friends!

For Daisy to be able to stay at the boarding facility till
Daisy was only a couple of days
we
found a potential adopter for her was difficult, but
old when the guards of my office
Prabha
Khaitan Foundation, with its Karuna initiative,
building rescued her. Initially
came to our rescue. It helped us in a critical time of need.
everything was alright, until, one
I will forever be grateful to the Foundation for its efforts.
day, it wasn’t. There were a few
people in the office building
Simar Bhalla
complex who had
Daisy’s Adoption
a problem with
All
dogs,
no
matter
Daisy being around, as she was kept tied
Daisy has found her forever human, and
what their breed is,
and fed from time to time. Daisy was
is happy and settled with her new family.
deserve a chance at
fed, loved and cared for by many people
I am glad to be able to finally write this
in the building, and would often be seen
as a successful adoption story, because, at
love and a family
playing with someone or the other. She
one point, it didn’t look like we would find
was given her vaccines regularly and
a family for Daisy. I have not seen her so
bathed as well. She truly has a wonderful
happy with a human, despite everything she
soul.
has gone through.
But my friend and I decided that Daisy deserved more
than this — she needed a loving home. So we circulated
her story day and night, hoping someone would reach
out. In the meantime, we needed another alternative, and
had to place her in a pet boarding facility for her to be safe
from the toxic environment of the office complex. At the
boarding facility, she thrived. She used to be a dog who
wouldn’t get along with any dogs; however, within two
weeks of staying at the boarding house and subsequently

All dogs, no matter what their breed is, deserve a
chance at love and a family.
— Simar Bhalla
Editor’s Note: More kind-hearted and animal-loving
individuals like Simar Bhalla are needed in our
country, and in the world.
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The Diamond
Comes Home
Priti Rathi Gupta needs no introduction, having
made India proud not just with her contributions to
women’s economic uplift but also with her success
on the global stage. Gupta is the founder of a womenfirst financial platform that focuses on reducing the
gender-based economic disparity in India. Started in
2020, the fintech startup has inspired over 1,00,000
women to start building their financial acumen and
make their small savings grow. That is not all; Gupta
then went on to be recognised as the only woman
icon from India as part of the Platinum Jubilee
Pageant of Queen Elizabeth II. Ehsaas Women
of Prabha Khaitan Foundation hosted a meetand-greet event in honour of Gupta at the ITC Royal
Bengal in Kolkata. Here are a few glimpses from
the evening.

Priti Rathi Gupta holds the decorative plate
she was felicitated with. It was designed
by the Foundation’s in-house artist,
Sudipta Kundu, and bears the inscription
Apni Bhasha Apne Log

Rowan Ainsworth

Madhu Neotia

Yemi Odanye
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Esha Dutta, Shefali Rawat Agarwal and Malika Varma

Sunira Chamaria

Mansi Agarwal, Shraddha Saraf and Kavita Agarwal

Nayantara Pal Choudhuri and Tanusree Shankar

Mohua Chatterjee and Sangeet Kothari

Priti Rathi Gupta and Nidhi Jalan

Mayanka Singhal

LONDON
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n
A
Evening Full of Poetry
Shabana Azmi

Javed Akhtar

I

Mehrnavaz Avari, Area
t was an evening
Director UK and General
worth remembering
Manager, St James’
as Prabha Khaitan
Court, also addressed
Foundation collaborated
with Baithak UK to
the audience. Present in
the audience, all the way
host a special session of
from India, were Ehsaas
Ek Mulakat at St James’
Women of Delhi, Archana
Court, A Taj Hotel, London.
Dalmia and Neelima Dalmia
As one of the Foundation’s
most dynamic boutique
Adhar, and Ehsaas Woman of
Jalandhar, Ruhi Walia Syal. In the
initiatives, Ek Mulakat allows the
Foundation’s patrons a glimpse into
course of the gathering, Dalmia and
Sangeeta Datta
Syal also greeted Akhtar and Azmi with
the lives of stalwarts from different walks of
life. The guests for the session were the renowned poet- kantha uttoriyas brought all the way from India.
lyricist, Javed Akhtar, and the iconic actor, Shabana
The event began with the launch of a video from
Azmi. The audience were enthralled as Akhtar’s
Baithak UK entitled Megha. It was a soulful translation
Urdu poems were read out in English, French, Italian
by Akhtar of Rabindranath Tagore’s Megher Pore Megh
and Bengali.
Jomechhe, sung by Datta, and it featured the Kathak
Sangeeta Datta, from Baithak UK, a not-for-profit
cross-art organisation that celebrates the performing
arts, literature and cinema from South Asia and offers
a platform for dialogue, debate and collaborations,
delivered the formal welcome address, while

artist Shivani Bhandari, who was also present at the
session. The video also featured Murad Ali Khan and
Rekesh Chauhan on the sarangi and piano respectively.
The conversation began with the lyricist reciting
some of his poems, such as Mera Aangan Mera Ped,

LONDON
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Dushwari and Uljhan, the
translated versions of which
— entitled My Courtyard, My
Tree, Dilemma and Perplexity
respectively — were read out
by Azmi. “Translating poetry
is like pouring perfume from
one bottle into the other; some
of the fragrance is bound to be
lost,” said Azmi, before reading
out the translations. “But, in
this way, the works are at least
made accessible.”

I had the advantage of drawing
inspiration from the last seven
generations of my family. They were
poets whose works are mentioned in
any Urdu poetry anthology. Besides,
I was born in a family where poetry
was revered. I was taught that it was
glamorous to be a poet. By the time I
was 10 or 12, I remembered hundreds
of couplets by heart. By the time I was
16, I remembered over a lakh

reported extensively on
the migrant crisis during
the pandemic. The
performances concluded with
Azmi reciting What is Time?,
the English translation of
Akhtar’s poem, Waqt.

“When there is poetry
in the room, there is magic
happening,” said Datta. “The
event was a play of languages
where we moved from Javed
Saab’s original poems to their
Akhtar then recited Yeh
translated versions in French,
Khel Kya Hai?, a poem that
Italian and Bengali. The feel of
—
Javed
Akhtar
revolves around the game
the words and sounds when
of chess, and posits it as
languages mingle with each
a metaphor for life. The
other is indeed a beautiful
translation, What Is This
experience.” Her words
Game?, was then recited by Azmi. After the recitations
summed up the essence of the mesmerising recitations
of the first four poems (both in Urdu and English),
in multiple languages.
the session moved forward with the reading of
So how did poetry happen to Akhtar? “I had the
Akhtar’s poems, which were to be followed by
advantage of drawing inspiration from the last seven
readings of translated versions in English, French,
generations of my family,” he said. “They were poets
Italian or Bengali.
whose works are mentioned in any Urdu poetry
Woh Kamra Yaad Aata Hai was the title of the poem
that started the three-in-one readings. French writer
Anne Chataigne read out the translated version of the
poem in French, and Azmi recited the English version,
titled I Remember the Room. The second poem, Mele,
was recited by Akhtar, and was followed by the Italian
rendition by actor Valentina Marciano and the English
translation, Fairs, by Azmi.

anthology. Besides, I was born in a family where
poetry was revered. I was taught that it was glamorous
to be a poet. By the time I was 10 or 12, I remembered
hundreds of couplets by heart. By the time I was 16, I
remembered over a lakh.”

Akhtar went on to add that being born into a family
of poets helped him develop his sense of rhythm and
understand the weight of poetry. There are certain
Before reciting Teardrop, the English translation
words that involve the tongue touching the palate,
of Akhtar’s Aansoo, which has also been translated
while others don’t involve any contact with the palate,”
in Bengali as Chokher Jol by the poet Srijato, Azmi
he said, while commenting on poetic techniques.
remarked that this poem was her
“These words are pronounced
absolute favourite because of
through the control of your
its sensitivity. “As an actor, I
breath, such as ‘ehsaas’ and
Because my father was a member of
feel artists all over the world
‘mehsoos’. Phrases like ‘taal
the
Communist
Party,
until
the
age
of
depend heavily on emotional
dena’ or ‘toota huya’ hit the
nine I lived in a commune where eight
memory,” said Azmi. “That is
palate. Balancing these words
why this poem resonates with
happens subconsciously,
families co-existed in a single room. I
me.”
more so when you are trained
used to see my father sitting at a desk
in poetry and you read the
The first long poem,
and writing. He never went to the office,
masters. Balance comes
Humsafar, centred on
and I was told he is a poet. So I thought
gradually, as a reflex.”
migrants. Hence, Azmi
dedicated the recitation to
renowned journalist Barkha
Dutt, who was present among
the audience. Dutt had

that a poet was some sort of euphemism
for somebody who did no work!
— Shabana Azmi

What about his writing
process? “Most of the time,
my poem is in my mind,”
said Akhtar. “I keep on

LONDON
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Ruhi Walia Syal

Archana Dalmia and Neelima Dalmia Adhar

improvising, as I try to write the poem from an angle which has
not yet been tackled in Urdu. I believe the idea should be new. I
allow the germ of an idea to grow in my mind”.
For Azmi, however, the initial experience with poetry was
different. “Because my father was a member of the Communist
Party, until the age of nine I lived in a commune where eight
families co-existed in a single room,” she revealed. “I used to
see my father sitting at a desk and writing. He never went to the
office, and I was told he is a poet. So I thought that a poet was
some sort of euphemism for somebody who did no work!”
In response to Azmi’s question about whether poets can
bring about revolutions, Akhtar had an interesting response.
“No poem in the world has brought about a revolution, but it
can be a symbol for the revolution,” he said. “The poet or artist
can give that intangible feeling a face, a voice, a shape. I don’t
think that a poem can change the history of the world, but it
can be the anthem of a procession to bring about social change.”

No poem in the world has brought
about a revolution, but it can be a
symbol for the revolution. The poet
or artist can give that intangible
feeling a face, a voice, a shape. I
don’t think that a poem can change
the history of the world, but it can
be the anthem of a procession to
bring about social change
— Javed Akhtar

AUDIENCE COMMENTS:
“I was in awe of Javed Akthar’s ability
to recite such intense, poignant poetry
by heart. The luxurious and spacious
ballroom at the St. James’ Court in
London provided the perfect backdrop
for complementing his artistic talent.
Mele, in particular, was a testament
to his profound analysis of the
complexities of the human condition.”
— Bindia Malhotra Ram

“The evening was truly soulful. I remember buying a copy of
Javed Akhtar’s Tarkash in the mid-1990s, when I lived in Bombay.
One of my favourite poems in it was Waqt, which, to my delight,
Javed Saab recited, while the inimitable Shabana Azmi read the
English translations of his poems. It was mesmerising to watch
them both perform. There were also Bengali translations of Javed
Saab’s poetry read by Sangeeta Datta, as well as French and Italian
translations read by Ann Chataigne and Valentina Marciano. It was
beyond beautiful to see poetry cross borders, even more so in these
times of increasing insularity.”
— Nayanika Mahtani
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Lightening up the conversation with a snippet from their
lives, Azmi shared that despite having written the lyrics for
chart-topping romantic hits such as Ek Ladki Ko Dekha Toh Aisa
Laga, Akhtar “does not have a single romantic bone in his body.”
When the conversation moved to the Q&A session with the
audience, the first question was asked by none other than Dutt,
who was curious to know the most serious point of difference
or disagreement between Akhtar and Azmi, who have been
married for 37 years. “We do not have disagreements; rather,
we agree on most things,” responded Azmi. “When people meet
me separately, they say that I am echoing my husband’s words!”
Akhtar had the audience in splits when he said, “When your
wife loses her keys every second day, that can be a serious issue.”
Sharing his thoughts on hope, Akhtar said, “There is no scope
for pessimism. Things will keep on changing with time, society
will evolve, and life is worth living only if you have some ishq.
Writing is easy when you have many words at your disposal or a
repertoire of phrases, but the idea is difficult.”
The session drew to a close with Akhtar reciting a poem
written for his beloved wife. Datta delivered the formal vote of
thanks on behalf of the Foundation and Baithak UK.

Mehrnavaz Avari

Rachel Dwyer

LONDON

There is no scope for pessimism.
Things will keep on changing with
time, society will evolve, and life is
worth living only if you have some
ishq. Writing is easy when you have
many words at your disposal or a
repertoire of phrases, but the idea
is difficult
— Javed Akhtar

Ek Mulakat London was in association
with Baithak UK, Taj 51 Buckingham Gate
and St. James’ Court, London

Amish Tripathi

Anne Chataigne and Valentina Marciano

KOLKATA
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Author, Filmmaker,
Gay and Proud:
The Rebel
Named Onir

Onir

O

nir is an Indian filmmaker, screenwriter, editor
and producer. Some of his critically acclaimed
works include his debut film My Brother… Nikhil, Bas
Ek Pal and I Am. Onir came into the limelight right
after My Brother… Nikhil, as the film dealt with the
stigma attached to AIDS and showed how the Goan
government treated HIV-positive patients in the
1980s. The award-winning I Am, which is reportedly
the first film in South Asia to have been crowdfunded through social media, deals with child abuse,
LGBTQ rights and single motherhood. Onir is also a
columnist for The Hindu and has written for the New
York Times, the San Francisco Chronicle, The Times
of India and the BBC. Prabha Khaitan Foundation
hosted a special literary session of An Author’s
Afternoon with Onir to learn more about his book,
I am Onir and I am Gay. Esha Dutta, Ehsaas Woman
of Kolkata, introduced the guest and the moderator,
author Sandip Roy.
Roy was eager to know about Onir’s early days in
Kolkata. “Since I hail from a small town, coming to
Kolkata constituted a big change,” said Onir. “The
first two years were quite difficult. The culture was
different from what I had seen growing up, especially
when it came to how women were treated. I had to

Sandip Roy

deal with men who would harass my sister on the
streets. And since I had come from Bhutan, the city air
turned my eyes red. This was the reason why people
often mistakenly thought that I was on drugs! I had to
change about 13 paying accommodations and hostels.
But things changed when I joined Jadavpur University.
There, my professors and friends helped me settle
down. That university changed my life.”
Onir told Roy that he believes in fluid sexuality.
“You can connect with people irrespective of their
gender,” he said. “That’s when I realised that I was
also attracted to guys. But I did not explore this at the
time, as I was too occupied with cinema, literature and
having a great time with my friends. My dream was to
become a filmmaker.” “So, when did you realise you
wanted to become a filmmaker?” asked Roy. “It started
with a Shyam Benegal movie that I watched when I
was in Class 8,” replied Onir. “At that age, it was not
the technicalities but the visuals that moved me. Then,
thanks to my sister, who took me to film screenings, I
was exposed to works like Charulata and The French
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Anupama Saxena

Arnab Chatterjee

KOLKATA

Shayan Munshi and Lana Munshi

Lieutenant’s Woman. Once I was absolutely sure where
I wanted to be, all my decisions and steps were to reach
that goal.”
Roy asked Onir when he realised that
he was gay, and how things changed
around him. “It didn’t happen one
fine day,” mused Onir. “I was doing
the usual things, hanging out at
bars, escaping the police raiding
gay bars and telling these thrilling
stories to my friends. People close
to me always accepted me the way I
am, and I was always true to them.
But at the workplace, it was a little
different. I remember a time when
we were on location; one evening
we all sat together talking. Everyone
was revealing whom they had a
crush on; when my turn came, they
skipped to the next person as though
I didn’t exist and my love life didn’t
matter. I realised that day that I may
be comfortable with who I am, but
others are not.”

to not get shocked and not to judge me — and she
didn’t,” said Onir. “We have been each other’s support
systems, so even if she learns something new about
me she will stick by my side.” Apart from chronicling
his journey, does the book also reveal
how his perception about relationships
has changed? “While writing the
People close to me always
book, I realised that I had let go of the
accepted me the way I am,
negatives and cherished the beauty of
and I was always true to them.
every relationship I have had,” said the
But at the workplace, it was
filmmaker. “So while my perception about
a little different. I remember
relationships hasn’t really changed, I no
a time when we were on
longer worry about where a relationship
will take me.”
location; one evening we all

sat together talking. Everyone
was revealing whom they had a
crush on; when my turn came,
they skipped to the next person
as though I didn’t exist and
my love life didn’t matter. I
realised that day that I may be
comfortable with who I am,
but others are not

Roy steered the conversation
towards Onir’s book, which contains
significant passages about his sister. “I told my sister

The audience at the event

Before the session concluded, Onir
spoke to the audience about social issues
and films. Arnab Chatterjee, the General
Manager of Taj Bengal, delivered the
closing speech before Shayan Munshi and
Anupama Saxena handed out mementos
to the guests.
An Author’s Afternoon was presented
by Shree Cement Ltd in association
with Taj Bengal Kolkata and
The Telegraph Online—My Kolkata
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Preserving a Culture
and the Wealth
of Marathi
Literature
conserve and protect
this beautiful language,
and subsequently help
our culture thrive.”

Vishwas Patil

P

rabha Khaitan Foundation has always been
committed in its efforts to promoting art and
culture. Among its many initiatives is Aakhar, a
unique venture that promotes regional languages
across the country to preserve the ethos of
Indian literature for future generations. This
time, the Foundation organised a special Aakhar
session in Nagpur with the intent to bring the importance
of Marathi literature to the forefront. Marathi author and
retired IAS officer Vishwas Patil was the guest of honour.
Before handing over the proceedings of the evening to
the event moderator, Sonali Nakshine, Apra Kuchhal, the
Foundation’s honorary convenor of Rajasthan & Central
India Affairs, delivered the introductory speech. “It is a
privilege to host this event in Nagpur,” she
said. “After successfully promoting regional
languages in eight states, we have finally
come to Maharashtra. We couldn’t stop the
journey after focusing on Odia, Punjabi,
Bhojpuri, Maithili, Tamil, Kannada, Gujarati,
Magahi, Rajasthani and Bengali. We had to
direct our efforts towards creating a platform
to honour Marathi literature for its immense
contribution to Indian culture. If the people of
Nagpur come together in this effort, they can

Patil, who holds
a Master’s degree in
English as well as a
degree in law, is also a
film director and has
served as the chairman
Sonali Nakshine
and managing director
for the Maharashtra
Airport Development Company during his tenure. He
is the author of the popular work of historical fiction,
Panipat. His extensive research for the book led him to
trace the expenses of war that rulers incurred at the time.
Chandramukhi, Lust for Lalbaug, Ranangan, Zadazadati,
Mahanayak and Sambhaji are some of Patil’s other notable
and award-winning works.

Apra Kuchhal

Patil is also a great admirer of Netaji
Subhas Chandra Bose, and considers him
to be a key figure in Indian history for
the role he played during the freedom
struggle. The author has won several
awards such as the Priyadarshini National
Award, the Bharatiya Bhasha Parishad
Award, the Nath Madhav Award, the
Sahitya Akademi Award, the Vikhe Patil
Award and the Gadkari Award.
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Some of the oldest works in modern Indian languages
are in Marathi, which is an Indo-Aryan language. In
fact, Marathi literature was one of the major motivating
factors in fuelling social and political change in India,
especially during the freedom movements. “Stalwarts
like Prahlad Keshav Atre, Ram Ganesh Gadkari and
Krushnaji Prabhakar Khadilkar set the stage for political
playwriting,” said Patil. “Modern poets like Govindagraj,
Keshavsuta, Balakavi, Ram Kiran Mandal and Madhav
Julian were influenced by romantic Victorian poetry,
which was reflected in their wonderful works.” Patil also
mentioned the rebellious writers who inspired the youth
of the nation to fight the British and the abundance of
prose and poetry that not only Marathis but all Indians
should read, even if in translation.
With great pride, Patil spoke extensively on the
richness of the Marathi language, its literature, history
and the writers’ whose works have been immortalised. “If
you see Marathi literature’s history, Tukaram still enjoys
an unbeatable and unique stature,” said Patil. “He was
a genius, a radical reformer. His poems were terse and
reflected earnestness, clarity and vigour. Then there are
Vaman Pandit, Shridhar Pandit and Raghunath Pandit,
eminent 18th-century poets, who wrote some of the most

Parveen Tuli

MAHARASHTRA

exquisite poetry in Marathi literature. Sane Guruji was a
poet who represented the progress in Marathi literature
through his writings for children. Shyamchi Aai and
God Goshti are two of his most famous works. Vishnu
Sakharam Khandekar is another celebrated modern
Marathi writer who wrote some wonderful novels,
essays and short stories. He wrote Sukhacha Shodh, Don
Dhruwa, Jalalela Mohar, Amrutawel, Ulka, Kraunchawadh
and Yayati, for which he won the Jnanpith Award in
1975.”
Jyoti Kapoor, Parveen Tuli, Monica Bhagwagar and
Priyanka Kothari, all Ehsaas Women of Nagpur, took the
stage to close the ceremony. “The fact that this initiative
promotes Indian regional languages is thrilling,” they
said. “It is a fantastic endeavour that needs to continue.”
Rajesh Sonkusare, the director of sales and marketing at
Radisson Blu, expressed his love for the Marathi language
before thanking the event partners for encouraging and
promoting the initiative.
Aakhar Nagpur was presented by Shree Cement Ltd in
association with Radisson Blu, Lokmat and
with the support of Ehsaas Women of Nagpur

Jyoti Kapoor and Monica Bhagwagar

Priyanka Kothari

Parinita Fuke

Pallavi Pinge

Pravin Mudholkar
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Shah Alam Khan, Mridula Garg, Ashok Vajpeyi, Geetanjali Shree, Sachchidanand Joshi and Kumud Sharma
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A Toast to Excellence
Indian authors have long done the country proud on the international stage, whether they have
written in English or in their mother tongues. It would be fitting to remember Rabindranath Tagore,
who won the Nobel Prize for Literature for the English translation of his seminal book of poems,
Gitanjali. Over a century later — 109 years, to be precise — another Indian author has made the nation
proud on the world stage, and she bears the same name as Tagore’s unforgettable work. Geetanjali
Shree, the renowned Hindi novelist and writer of short stories, became the first Hindi author to win
the International Booker Prize for her novel Ret Samadhi, which was translated by Daisy Rockwell
into English as Tomb of Sand. Prabha Khaitan Foundation, which has always championed women’s
stellar contribution to literature, recently organised a meet-and-greet reception for Shree at the India
International Centre in Delhi. Here are a few glimpses from the evening.

Ehsaas Women Preeti Gill, Garima Mithal, Aanchal Garcha, Neelima Dalmia Adhar, Archana Dalmia, Dipali Bhasin, Shinjini Kulkarni, Amita Munot and Anantmala Potdar, and the Foundation’s
honorary convenor of Rajasthan & Central India Affairs, Apra Kuchhal, felicitate Geetanjali Shree with a decorative plate designed by the Foundation's in-house artist, Sudipta Kundu, and
bearing the inscription Apni Bhasha Apne Log
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Anant Vijay

Vandana Singh
Malvika Joshi

Karuna Goenka

AGRA
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Suspects and Scapegoats:
The Muslim Experience

T

he renowned journalist
Ghazala Wahab, who is well
known for her incisive coverage
on national security, terrorism
and communalism in India, has
been known to speak about the
marginalisation of the Muslim
community, and the effects that such
marginalisation has on their lives,
Shweta Bansal
thoughts and practices. These thoughts
are detailed in her book, Born a Muslim:
Some Truths about Islam in India. Prabha
Khaitan Foundation recently organised a special
session of The Write Circle in Wahab’s hometown,
Agra, to highlight her book. Vinti Kathuria, Ehsaas
Woman of Agra, and Samir Jilani, General Manager
of ITC Mughal, opened the event with their welcome
speeches. Shweta Bansal, Ehsaas Woman of Agra, was
in conversation with Wahab.
“I was fortunate to have lived in an environment
which was not divisive or prejudiced,” said Wahab,
while introducing her book. “There was room for
different ideas and opinions, which encouraged me to
think independently. Born a Muslim is a reminiscence
of my childhood, a memoir of my experiences,
observations and anecdotes, and my understanding
of Islam as I was never formally initiated into the
religion.”

Born a Muslim highlights Wahab’s experiences
with Islam, its evolution over the decades and her
interpretation of it. When asked about the sociopolitical context that the book encapsulates, Wahab
replied, “We live in a highly polarised society. Ever
since the 1990s and early 2000s, terrorism has been
forcefully associated with Islam. But I haven’t forgotten
the communal riots of November 1990 either, when

The audience

Ghazala Wahab

my family was humiliated and only the
poor suffered. I felt the need to reach out
to a wider audience and reiterate that Islam does
not perpetuate terrorism and a Muslim isn’t
automatically a terrorist. They are stigmatised and
kept marginalised for political gains. Through
this book, I tried to explain the source of their
insecurities by understanding their mindsets.”
Wahab clarified that she has rarely faced
prejudice or felt discriminated against.
“Overplaying your religious identity hides who
you really are. Every individual is above smaller
aspects of their lives like class, caste and religion.
Communal violence is sporadic and sponsored and
we should not let it succeed in dividing the people
of India based on their religious identity.”
In the end, Wahab interacted with the
audience that included a lot of her friends and
batchmates who were eager to hear from her.
Kathuria delivered the formal vote of thanks
before Anupama Bohra concluded the session by
felicitating the author.
The Write Circle Agra was presented by
Shree Cement Ltd in association with
Dainik Jagran, ITC Mughal and with
the support of Ehsaas Women of Agra

Anupama Bohra

Vinti Kathuria

Samir Jilani
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B

uilding Bonds Beyond the Lines

Few things are more wonderful than the blossoming of friendships borne out of
professional or organizational associations — especially if such friendships transcend
geographical borders. Prabha Khaitan Foundation takes pride in the camaraderie
and sense of fraternity that thrive among its members and associates. This bonhomie
has been evident every time Ehsaas Women from different cities have met
one another outside of their Foundation-related work. The Foundation cherishes
such bonds, and here we offer you some glimpses into the fun-filled meetings of
Ehsaas Women from Indore, Ahmedabad, Dehradun, Udaipur, Bhubaneswar and
Chennai as they visit one another’s cities.

Shraddha Murdia, Ehsaas Woman of Udaipur, hosted Priyanshi Patel,
Ehsaas Woman of Ahmedabad, at her Udaipur residence

During her trip to Ahmedabad, Unnati Singh,
Ehsaas Woman of Indore, met Ehsaas Women of
Ahmedabad Shaneel Parekh and Priyanshi Patel

Unnati Singh, Ehsaas Woman of Indore, met Ehsaas Women of Dehradun
Pooja Khanna and Pooja Poddar Marwah in their city

Nidhi Garg, Ehsaas Woman of Bhubaneswar,
met Kaveri Lalchand, Ehsaas Woman of Chennai
during her trip to the latter's city

Shraddha Murdia, Ehsaas Woman of Udaipur, and Priyanshi
Patel, Ehsaas Woman of Ahmedabad, dine with the actor,
Susmita Mukherjee, at Udaipur's Taj Lake Palace
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Looking Deep Into Nature

A performance by the students of The BSS School on tiger conservation

P

rabha Khaitan Foundation
in association with the Society
for Heritage and Ecological
Researches (SHER) and The BSS
School recently celebrated Global
Tiger Day 2022. The objective
of the event was to spread the
message about the importance of
conservation and to acknowledge
individuals, organisations and
institutions that are working
tirelessly towards it. The Principal
of The BSS School, Sunita Sen,
delivered the welcome speech
before the filmmaker and Chief
Advisor of SHER, Arindam
Sil, spoke eloquently about the
pressing need for conservation
today. He also spoke about how
SHER is contributing to the cause.
SHER introduced the Padma
Shri P.K. Sen Memorial Award

Arindam Sil talks about Global Tiger Day

Joydip Kundu, general secretary of SHER

Sabysachi Chakrabarty talks about
the P.K. Sen Memorial Award
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this year. Wildlife photographer and
actor Sabyasachi Chakrabarty applauded
this initiative and its significance. Biplab
Kumar Bhowmick, Nilratan Guha, Samir
Banerjee and Subrata Palchowdhury were
the four individual recipients for this
year. The Howrah Jela Joutho Paribesh
Mancha, which works to protect lesserknown species, was also awarded. Among
institutions, the Scottish Church College
was recognised for its pro-environment
measures on campus and its eco-friendly
activities. The chief guest of the evening,
Debal Roy (IFS), Sen’s daughter Richa
Prasant, Tapas Das (IFS), Chief Conservator
of Forests & Field Director, Sundarban
Tiger Reserve, and Ajoy Kumar Das (IFS),
Chief Conservator of Forests & Joint
Director, Sundarban Biosphere Reserve,
handed out the awards.

To increase awareness about biodiversity,
filmmaker and member of the West Bengal
legislative assembly, Raj Chakraborty,
unveiled a special motion-poster made by
SHER called ‘The Best Habitat for Wildlife
is the Human Heart’. The guest of honour
at the event was West Bengal Vigilance
Commissioner Pradeep Vyas (IFS, retired),
who holds a DPhil in Wildlife Science
and is a former member of the Public
Service Commission, West Bengal, and
the former Principal Chief Conservator of
Forests, Wildlife & Chief Wildlife Warden,
West Bengal. He unveiled the poster-map
series on agro-ecological distribution in
West Bengal and handed it over to the 29
participating schools.
Raj Chakraborty

Shivang Mehta presents Cats of India

Pradeep Vyas, with students of The BSS School, releases a special
conservation poster conceptualised by Professor Arijit Chottopadhyay

Six representatives from 10 ranges
of the Sundarban Biosphere Reserve
were felicitated with the Professor
Ratanlal Brahmachari Memorial Award in
acknowledgement of their work in protecting
tigers and the mangrove ecosystem. Actor
Mainak Banerjee, social worker Priyadarshini
Ghosh Bawa, photo-journalist Lopamudra
Talukdar, and artists Suman Chowdhury
and Shibsankar Das honoured the recipients.
Eminent wildlife photographer and author,
Shivang Mehta, surprised the audience by
presenting his first ever photo-story in Kolkata
called Cats of India. The event concluded with a
skit called Bagh performed by the students from
The BSS School.
With this event, SHER was successful
in its attempt to spread the message of
tiger conservation and the need to protect
biodiversity.

Debal Roy and Richa Prasant hand over the P.K. Sen Memorial Award
to the Howrah Jela Joutho Paribesh Mancha

LUCKNOW
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For The Love Of The Stage:
Knowing The First Diva
Of Indian Cinema
D

evika Rani is known as the first lady of Indian
cinema. She and her husband, Himanshu, founded
Bombay Talkies, which launched actors such as
Madhubala, Ashok Kumar and Dilip Kumar. They were
the first to use international filmmaking technology
in India. Rani’s contribution to Indian cinema, and
her bold, charming persona remain unmatched. To
honour her life and achievements, Prabha Khaitan
Foundation and Ehsaas Women of Lucknow, as part of
the ‘Chalchitra Rangmanch’ festival, organised a play,
Devika Rani, at the Sant Gadge Maharaj auditorium
of UP Sangeet Natak Akademi. Previously staged in
Udaipur during the ‘Chalchitra Rangmanch’ festival
there, the play is written by Kishwar Desai and directed

by veteran actor Lillete Dubey. Set in the 1930s and
starring actors like Ira Dubey, Joy Sengupta, Rishi
Khurana and Mark Bennington, among others, the
play traces the life of Rani as she went from being
an architecture student to a famous actress. It tells
the stories of her highs and lows, personally and
professionally, the setting up of Bombay Talkies and
her life after her husband’s demise. It’s a play that truly
honours the Indian diva. Here are a few glimpses from
the wonderful evening.
This session was presented by Shree Cement Ltd in
association with Ficci Flo Lucknow and with the
support of Ehsaas Women of Lucknow

A moment from the play Devika Rani
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LUCKNOW

The cast of Devika Rani

Kanak Rekha Chauhan, Professor Raj Bisaria and Mrs Bisaria

Madhuri Halwasiya and Jyotsana Habibullah

Nita Modi, Anil Modi and Manoj Kumar Singh (Agriculture Production Commissioner, Government of Uttar Pradesh) with other eminent personalities at the play

LUCKNOW
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Ehsaas Women with members of the cast of Devika Rani

Ashok Bhatia and Anu Bhatia

Sangeeta Banerjee and Jyoti Dhawan

Aparna Mishra and Mini Bajpai with Lillete Dubey

Nishith Kapoor and Kiron Chopra
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LUCKNOW

Lillete Dubey and Ira Dubey with Ehsaas Women and guests

Meenu Pandey

Tara Goel and Mrs Halwasiya

Rashmi Agarwal and Rashmi Vaid

Vandana Sehgal

The former Director-General of Police,
KL Gupta, and Veena Gupta

Renu Bhargava and Jaya Singh

Sudhir Halwasiya

GURUGRAM
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Of Puppets,
Grandmothers,
Foxes and Dragons

S

hreedevi Sunil is the most sought-after performing
storyteller today. Her unique method of combining
elements from theatre and storytelling makes her
performances exhilarating and impactful. She is a
professional puppeteer and the founder of Talking Turtles
Storytellers, which hosted the inaugural Tale Train Story
Festival in 2019. Sunil facilitates workshops for people of
all ages with the aim of encouraging the art of storytelling.
Prabha Khaitan Foundation, under its initiative Muskaan,
organised a puppet storytelling session with Sunil. Sumitra
Ray, the Student Programmes Advisor of the Foundation,
delivered the welcome speech and vote of thanks.
Sunil and her team enacted several stories to entertain
the young audience. She explained the different forms of
storytelling. “Storytelling can involve music, expressions,
hands or funny voices and sounds,” she said. “Storytelling
through expressions is quite interesting as feelings of
happiness, sadness, anger, boredom, or other emotions can
often be enacted easily.” She kept the children engaged by
assigning them a new action to enact at all times.
“Time for a puppet show!” she soon exclaimed. She
then used her puppetry skills to tell amazing stories. She
introduced the kids to the Talking Turtle, who told them

Shreedevi Sunil

a few interesting stories. He started with The Fox and the
Sour Grapes. A hungry fox chances upon delicious, juicy
grapes hanging from a tree. They are at a height, but the
fox makes every attempt to get a hold of them. However,
he fails. He asks for help from different animals, but no one
is able to get him the grapes. In the end, he gives up and
consoles himself by believing that the grapes are sour.
In the second story, an aged grandmother (called
babushka in Russia) owns an enormous turnip. The story
revolves around babushka and her granddaughter who,
with the help of every animal on the farm, finally succeed
in pulling out the turnip and making soup for everyone.
The final story was about a Chinese emperor who loved
dragons. He looks for an artist to paint images of dragons
on his palace walls. When months pass by and he doesn’t
find anybody for the task, he sets out on a journey to look
for the best dragon artist in the world. The adventures
of his travels were enacted during the session, as the
storyteller used sketches on a piece of paper and vivid
visualisations to narrate the tale of the emperor’s journey.
The session concluded with Sunil interacting with the
young audience who were eager to satiate their curiosity
about this art form.

The puppets used during Sunil’s storytelling session

Muskaan is presented by Shree Cement Ltd
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Visiting
Fantasy
Land:
A Film
Festival
C

A still from Kleider Machen Freunde

learn how to fly. When his quest fails and all hopes die,
he meets a girl who makes his dream come true. Ralle
& Bolle — fernsehsüchtig, by Winfried Bellmann and
Doreen Schweikowski, revolves around Ralle and Bolle,
two hamsters who want to experience the fun of watching
television. So when they find themselves alone at home,
they risk it all to reach the living room, where the
TV is, unaware of the challenges that lie ahead.

reative storylines, unforgettable characters and a
simple presentation are the reasons why children
love animated movies. With the intention of
entertaining young audiences belonging to
kindergarten and Classes 1 and 2, Prabha
Khaitan Foundation presented a series of
German animated films titled ‘Buut & Wild:
Anima für Kids’ under its Muskaan initiative
Cathy Tongper
and in association with Education For All Trust.
Cathy Tongper, the Overseas Affairs Officer of the
Foundation, opened the event and delivered the
concluding speech.

In Falk Schuster’s Kleider Machen Freunde, a
hedgehog and a bird develop an unlikely bond as
they realise they can help each other with their
problems. The bird fears heights and thus often
goes hungry. The hedgehog helps the bird out and
finds solutions to its own problems in the process.
Ralf Kukula’s Meine Erste Hochzeit follows what
happens when a five-year-old girl tries to unravel
the secret of love. The film tells the story of one
such girl and how her mother deals with her
daughter’s curiosities.

The children were treated to six amazing
German animations during the session.
Mansi Kamdar Shah
Steinfliegen, by Anne Walther, is about a stonefly
named Ferdi, who lives on an island with his
Based on a short story by Eugene Ionesco, Izabela
parents. Stoneflies cannot fly, but Ferdi wishes to fly one
Plucinska’s Josette und Ihr Papa depicts a father-daughter
day. He sets out on an adventure to fulfil his dream to
relationship. The little girl’s mother is not home. Her dad
has to go to work, but she wants to play. So he gives her
the exciting task of searching for him. Raphael Wahl’s
Lauf Jäger Lauf shows why hunting is bad and that
animals can strike back. Moose scares the hunter with his
snort and emerges victorious.
The delightful session ended with two short films that
tell the stories of little children overcoming their fear of
shadows in the night.

This session of Muskaan was presented by
Shree Cement Ltd in association with
Goethe Institut Max Mueller Bhavan
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The Art Of
Storytelling
Through
Performance
P

rabha Khaitan Foundation’s
initiative Muskaan aims to focus on
national culture and heritage through
various educational activities and
programmes organised for students
across India. In July, the Foundation
hosted an interactive storytelling session
conducted by the educationist and
founder of Storipur, Priya Muthukumar. She is an avid
storyteller who has been practising her craft for more
than eight years. Her passion for storytelling and the joy
it brings her are the reasons why Muthukumar agreed to
conduct this session, where she could teach children of
various age groups across India the value of connecting
through stories.
The online session saw the participation of over 700
children belonging to Classes III to V from all over India.
Ms Muthukumar began the session with fun activities to
establish a bond with the children. The one-hour session
was divided into three parts: two for short stories and one
for the concluding message. The activities included an
imaginary boat race and various games with magic words
and phrases. Both the stories she told emphasised the
importance of conserving our natural environment and
wildlife. The first story revolved around a village with a

Priya Muthukumar

magical fruit tree, which only gave fruit when a few magic
words were uttered. When the villagers failed to recall
and say those magic words, a little girl called Minu came
to their rescue. She repeated the spell and prayed to the
tree for kindness. During her session, Ms Muthukumar
used various objects and cut-outs as props, and even sang
a special folk song to entertain the enthusiastic audience.
She concluded the first part by talking about the need to
conserve trees and forests, and the importance of loving,
exploring and respecting nature.
The second story was about friendship and love. It
involved a group of animals including a puppy, a firefly,
an owl, a bat and a fox, all of whom set off one night on
a small adventure in the forest. Ms Muthukumar invited
the participation of the children by asking them to fetch
coloured objects from their rooms and perform activities
related to the story. She concluded the session by speaking
about regional and local languages, dialects, how every
language is beautiful and unique, and why children
should learn about their cultural and linguistic heritage.
The event ended on a high note, as the children were
visibly ecstatic.
Muskaan touches the lives of children across the
country, involving them in similar educational and
cultural programmes. These are conducted by pioneers
in teaching, social work, environmental conservation
and other fields to educate children about social, cultural
and environmental issues. People can always follow
the Foundation and its channels on social networking
platforms for updates and more details.
— Subhrajyoti Maitra
Class XII, Don Bosco Park Circus
Muskaan is presented by Shree Cement Ltd
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Honouring the Roots of
Incredible India
Prabha Khaitan Foundation has always been committed to all ‘Vocal for Local’ initiatives, with
several of its endeavours dedicated precisely to the uplift of India’s local and regional treasures.
From upholding the beauty of local languages from every region of India to highlighting the
importance of local handicrafts and artwork and the delicious varieties of cuisine from various parts
of our country, the Foundation believes that nurturing a love for our local treasures will contribute
directly to the preservation of our syncretic culture.
It was in celebration of this that the Foundation hosted two enchanting events in Jaipur recently.
The first event, on the evening of July 26, involved the maestro of the nagada, Nathulal Solanki,
who conducted an icebreaker and team-building exercise titled ‘The Nagada Jamming’. Shri
Solanki, who has performed with many national and international artists, hails from the prestigious
Pushkar Sangeet Gharana and has innumerable musical achievements to his name. He has mastered
the Kuchamani khayal and performed it all over the world. His presence lit up the evening.
On the evening of July 27, the Foundation hosted a sumptuous dinner that saw Jaipur’s most
illustrious names meet and interact with the Ehsaas Women of Agra, Indore, Goa and Nagpur. The
evening also witnessed the birthday celebrations of the Padma Bhushan awardee and mohan veena
maestro, Pandit Vishwa Mohan Bhatt, and a special dance performance by the Padma Shri awardee,
Gulabo Sapera.
Here are several glimpses into the two fun-filled and star-studded evenings.

Day 1

Manisha Jain, Priyanka Kothari, Surbhi Dhupar, Unnati Singh, Chandni Chopra, Vaishali Joshi,
Parveen Tuli, Suchitra Sajid Dhanani, Monica Bhagwagar, Apra Kuchhal and Jyoti Kapoor
Nathulal Solanki performs with his troupe
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Day 2
Rukshmani Kumari

Manisha Jain, Priyanka Kothari, Unnati Singh, Suchitra Sajid Dhanani, Pandit Vishwa Mohan Bhatt,
Padma Bhatt, Surbhi Dhupar, Vaishali Joshi, Chandni Chopra and Apra Kuchhal

A performance by the Padma Shri awardee, Gulabo Sapera
Vishal and Pranav Virmani, Deepti and Puneet Kapoor,
Megha Mattu, Nupur Kapoor, Moncrief Aviet and Rishi Mattu

Kunal Kuchhal and Vishal Gupta
Kulsum Mallik, Sunita Shekhawat and Richa Rathore

Vinnie Kakkar and Saurabh Kakkar

Dilip Shekhawat and Rajeev Arora
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Growing Wings
India is massive, magical and multi-faceted; it is thus imperative to highlight the wealth
of culture, literature and art present in every city. Ehsaas, one of the most prized
initiatives of Prabha Khaitan Foundation, is identified with numerous accomplished
and passionate women who have been instrumental in conducting the Foundation’s
activities in their own cities. In a memorable turn of events to mark the expansion of new
initiatives in more Indian cities, members of the Foundation were recently in Jaipur to
welcome into the Ehsaas family several distinguished women from Goa, Indore and
Agra. Taking this story of growth even further, the Foundation members met Bashabi
Fraser — the director of the Scottish Centre of Tagore Studies at Edinburgh Napier
University — in Kolkata to discuss exciting collaborations in Scotland. They also met
Sujata Sabnis, Neelam Seolekar and Amita Munot, all of whom are valued Ehsaas
Women of Pune. Here are a few glimpses from the meetings in Jaipur and Kolkata.

Kolkata
(L-R) Mansi Kamdar Shah, Bashabi Fraser, (Director,
Scottish Centre of Tagore Studies at Edinburgh Napier
University), Neil Fraser (Trustee, ScoTs), Manisha Jain,
Sundeep Bhutoria and Cathy Tongper

Pune

(L-R) Sujata Sabnis,
Neelam Seolekar and
Amita Munot from Pune with
Manisha Jain, Sundeep Bhutoria
and Anindita Chatterjee
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Goa

Jaipur
Indore
(L-R) Vaishali Joshi from Goa with Manisha Jain,
Sundeep Bhutoria and Apra Kuchhal

(L-R) Surbhi Dhupar, Suchitra Sajid Dhanani and
Unnati Singh from Indore with Manisha Jain,
Sundeep Bhutoria and Apra Kuchhal

Nagpur

(L-R) Priyanka Kothari, Jyoti Kapoor, Monica
Bhagwagar and Parveen Tuli from Nagpur with
Manisha Jain, Sundeep Bhutoria and Apra Kuchhal

Agra

(L-R) Chandni Chopra from Agra with Manisha Jain,
Sundeep Bhutoria and Apra Kuchhal
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he world has never been in a
greater humanitarian crisis than it
is in now. The data published by the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) in 2021 point out that the picture has
indeed become grimmer over the last ten years.
But before delving deeper into the minute details
of the humanitarian crisis plaguing our world, it is
important to understand what a humanitarian crisis
is and why World Humanitarian Day is observed
every year in August.
The United Nations defines a humanitarian crisis
as “a singular event or a series of events that are
threatening in terms of health, safety or well-being
of a community or large group of people”; this may
also be “an internal or external conflict and usually
occurs throughout a large land area”. A humanitarian
emergency, again, is defined as “an event or series of
events that represents a critical threat to the health,
safety, security or well-being of a community or other
large group of people, usually over a wide area”.
A humanitarian crisis, thus, is not a new
phenomenon. Wars, plagues and natural disasters
have, time and again, thrown humanity into the
throes of disease, death and destruction. The greatest

crises of the 20th century, the two World Wars,
necessitated the formation of the UN itself and
gave the world a stark picture of the atrocities that
humankind is capable of inflicting on itself. This led
to more and more people volunteering to help other
people in need. However, things changed when,
on August 19, 2003, a bomb attack on the Canal
Hotel in Baghdad, Iraq, killed 22 humanitarian aid
workers, including the UN Special Representative
of the Secretary-General for Iraq, Sergio Vieira de
Mello. Five years later, the UN General Assembly
adopted a resolution designating August 19 as World
Humanitarian Day. However, despite all manner of
preventive and preemptive measures, humanitarian
crises around the world have not declined. If
anything, there has been a steady increase, and the
big picture now is nowhere close to the peaceful
world envisaged a decade — or even two years — ago.
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According to the UNHCR, the number of people who
have been forcibly displaced as a result of “persecution,
conflict, violence, human rights violations or events
seriously disturbing public order” increased from 38.54
million in 2011 to 89.32 million in 2021. The number
of refugees all over the world has increased from 15.2
million in 2011 to 27.12 million in 2021. While the
number of internally displaced people in 2011 was 22.44
million, it has doubled to become 53.17 million
in 2021. The number of people seeking asylum
across the world has gone up from 895.69
thousand in 2011 to 4.63 million in 2021
across the world. Most of the refugees and
the displaced people of the world come
from just five countries — the Syrian
Arab Republic, Venezuela, Afghanistan,
South Sudan and Myanmar. Among
the 89.3 million people who have been
forced to flee their homes, 27.1 million
are refugees seeking shelter and
sustenance in other countries. And,
in a shocking state of affairs, more
than half of those refugees are under
the age of 18. The chance of having a
secure future has been wrested away
from them.
In the light of these figures, it
becomes imperative for global
citizens to come together to
help those in need. Mercifully,
among overwhelming reports
of people in dire situations,
there are accounts
of the stupendous
rehabilitation work being
done by organisations
and individuals across
the world in their own
capacities. For instance,
Neema Kaseje, a paediatric
surgeon associated with the
humanitarian organisation
Doctors Without Borders,
has dedicated her life to
building paediatric surgical
care delivery systems in Kenya,
Congo, Liberia, the Central
African Republic and Haiti.
She even trained junior doctors
in paediatric care, as a result
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Each year, World Humanitarian Day focuses
on a theme, and the theme for 2022 is
‘It Takes a Village’. This highlights the
contributions of thousands of volunteers
and professionals who deliver urgent health
care, shelter, food, protection, water and so
on to people in crisis-affected areas. Thus,
keeping the theme for 2022 in mind, it also
becomes our responsibility as Indians to
help our fellow humans in our own ways.
As Mother Teresa said, ‘If you can’t feed a
hundred people, feed just one’

of which her team was able to double the number of
children gaining access to life-saving surgical care. Similar
is the contribution of Islam Iqbal, a social change leader in
the Global Shapers community in Kabul, who is working
for the protection of women’s rights in Afghanistan
and providing emergency assistance to Venezuelan
women living as migrants and asylum seekers. They are
also helping displaced Ukrainian women find good jobs.
In India, the Global Shapers are leading community
health and humanitarian initiatives to ensure that women,
girls and other people who menstruate have access to
menstrual products. Then there is the story of Ayesha
Vera Yu, CEO and Co-Founder of Advancement for
Rural Kids (ARK), who left her lucrative career as an
investment banker to help rural communities fight
against hunger by co-investing with them to secure a
self-sustaining future.
Each year, World Humanitarian Day focuses on a
theme, and the theme for 2022 is ‘It Takes a Village’.
This highlights the contributions of thousands of
volunteers and professionals who deliver urgent health
care, shelter, food, protection, water and so on to people
in crisis-affected areas. Prabha Khaitan Foundation has
always worked tirelessly towards the uplift of people in
need; thus, keeping the theme for 2022 in mind, it also
becomes our responsibility as Indians to help our fellow
humans in our own ways. As Mother Teresa said, “If you
can’t feed a hundred people, feed just one.” We pledge to
do our part in making the world a better place to live in.

ARTWORK BY SUDIPTA KUNDU
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JALANDHAR

Knowing Naval: The Childhood
And Journey Of A Celebrated Actor
Sangam, Guide and Mera Naam Joker, to name
a few.” When asked about her favourite films as
an actor, she replied, “Yeh Ishq Nahi Asaan is my
favourite simply because of the strong character
that I had to portray. Mirch Masala and Main
Zinda Hoon are some of my other works
that I like.”

Deepti Naval

“I have an entire chapter in my book on
enjoying womanhood, not because I’m a
flagbearer of feminism but because I value
being a woman,” said Deepti Naval, author
of A Country Called Childhood: A Memoir.
Naval was the guest at a special session
of The Write Circle organised by Prabha
Khaitan Foundation in Jalandhar. The
book is a chronicle of her life, detailing an
unforgettable childhood, the experience of
living through the tumultuous 1950s and
1960s, and an early love affair with cinema.
She was in conversation with Simran Paintal,
Ehsaas Woman of Jalandhar. Ruhi Walia Syal,
Ehsaas Woman of Jalandhar, delivered the
welcome speech and introduced the guests
for the evening.

Simran Paintal

Ruhi Walia Syal

Seema Chopra

Apart from being a celebrated actor, Naval
is also a director, writer and theatre artiste.
Her iconic performances in award-winning
films raised the bar for women in Indian
cinema. Born in Ambarsar, now Amritsar,
Naval began garnering accolades ever since
her debut play, EK Mulaqaat, and quickly
became a stalwart in theatre. After reading
Gayatri
out a poem from her book, Naval went on to
reveal details about its prologue, titled ‘Dance
of the Songs’. “Only pure entertainment never fascinated
me,” said Naval, while talking about her influences while
growing up. “I was really moved by films like Chhoti
Behen, School Master, Jis Desh Mein Ganga Behti Hai,

Naval credited her parents for the lessons they
had taught her, all of which ultimately shaped her
into the person she is, both professionally and
personally. She shared some words of wisdom,
which she had learned from her mother and
hasn’t forgotten yet. “Never extend a hand for
anything in life. Accept and get what is right
for you.” Paintal requested Naval to offer some
advice to ambitious girls today. “Stay strong!”
declared Naval. “If you’re strong in your head
and you have conviction, hold on to that and
do not, at any cost, give up on your dreams.”
“People think I was cut out for cinema
even though I used to write a lot as a young
girl. I am identified by the roles I have played,
but that’s not the person I am. I realised I
can change that by writing. That’s why, in my
book, you’ll find out what my childhood was
like and who I went on to become. You’ll feel
what has nurtured me.”
Seema Chopra felicitated Naval as Syal
ended the session with her closing note of
thanks to the author and the moderator.

The audience at the event

The Write Circle Jalandhar was presented by
Shree Cement Ltd in association with
Dainik Jagran, Radisson Jalandhar and with
the support of Ehsaas Women of Jalandhar
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Love Letter
to the
Act of
Growing Up
Sharmila Tagore

D

eepti Naval’s prowess as an
actor is well known and her
autobiography, A Country Called
Childhood: A Memoir, bears
testament to her skills as an author.
Prabha Khaitan Foundation, under
its Kitaab initiative, organised the
launch of Naval’s book at the India
International Centre, Delhi. Dipali
Bhasin, Ehsaas Woman of Delhi,
introduced the guests, and the welcome
note was delivered by Anindita Chatterjee,
Executive Trustee of the Foundation. Kaveree
Bamzai, an Indian journalist, author and critic, was
in conversation with Naval.

Deepti Naval

gestation effort shows the beauty of the
stories, insights and descriptions in the
book,” he said. “It is rare for someone
who excels at one form of creative
endeavour to be able to do so in
another, but Deepti Naval has been
able to do so effortlessly.”

The session commenced with
Bamzai reading out a paragraph
from the memoir, which underlined
how being an actor had always been
Naval’s destiny, given that cinema had
Kaveree Bamzai
been embedded in her family life. How did the
memoir help Naval discover herself? “My writing gave
me a perspective that I did not have earlier,” said Naval. “I
The legendary actress, Sharmila Tagore, and David
tried to write about my childhood as candidly as possible,
Davidar of Aleph Book Company were the chief guests
which gave me a chance to look at and observe myself,
at the launch. They graced the occasion with their kind
and be able to trace where I was going. It was a realisation
words for the author. Tagore, who has worked closely with about myself as well as the people around me. The process
Naval, remarked that it was “an honour and a privilege”
was almost cathartic.”
to be launching this book, especially since it, at the very
The book is, in fact, “a love letter to Amritsar”, a place
outset, “makes one wonder who Deepti Naval really is and Naval fondly remembers as an admixture of the volatile
what she will be like when she grows up”. “Deepti Naval,
atmosphere of the 1950s and the 1960s as well as all the
being a gentle, soft-spoken yet a gritty person with a clear
sights and sounds that made up the experience of her
vision who constantly expands her boundaries, delves
childhood. Not only was the memory of her childhood
into her childhood with admirable honesty and artistic
informed by the knowledge of significant events — the
vision,” observed Tagore. “This results in a mesmerising
uprooting of her grandparents’ families owing to the
kaleidoscope of evocative vignettes”.
Partition and the Second World War — but also by other
Davidar was all praise for the author. “The sustained

facts, such as how her paternal grandfather, a criminal
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lawyer, would watch a few scenes of a
movie every day to unwind after a long
day at work.
“For me, the migration of people
from Burma through the forests of
Manipur after the Japanese invasion
was an event not spoken about enough,”
said Naval. “Neither was the Jalalabad
incident, where 300 Hindus were
massacred. This had an impact on my
grandfather. I also remember the story
of the Muslim tongawalla who saved the
lives of three girls, including that of my
mother. These stories demonstrate the
sorrow and tragedy on both sides.”

My writing gave me a
perspective that I did not
have earlier. I tried to write
about my childhood as
candidly as possible, which
gave me a chance to look
at and observe myself, and
be able to trace where I was
going. It was a realisation
about myself as well as
the people around me. The
process was almost cathartic

But these stories are also juxtaposed with Naval’s
memories of being a little girl who enjoyed talking to a
hatstand and who felt great triumph in being able to see
her face in the mirror. These stories, of a young girl whose
adulation for actresses like Sadhana, Sharmila Tagore and
Meena Kumari would lead her to embody the traits of the
characters she watched on screen, reminded the audience

that A Country Called Childhood is
essentially a tale of growing up. Bamzai
observed that Naval’s “visual memory
is highly powerful”; it encourages the
participation of the reader in enjoying
a glimpse into her life. Despite dealing
with difficult issues, A Country Called
Childhood, at its heart, is a book that
is “full of life, where one can sense
Amritsar and the joys and sorrows
of a family”.

The session concluded with an
engaging Q&A round with the audience.
Anvita Pradhan, Ehsaas Woman of
Patna, felicitated Tagore, while Preeti Gill, Ehsaas
Woman of Amritsar, felicitated Naval. Anantmala Potdar,
Ehsaas Woman of Delhi, delivered the formal vote of
thanks on behalf of the Foundation.
This session of Kitaab Delhi was presented by
Shree Cement Ltd in association with Aleph
and with the support of Ehsaas Women of NCR

Karuna Goenka, Dipali Bhasin, Anantmala Potdar, Anindita Chatterjee, Preeti Gill and Anvita Pradhan

Kiran Bedi

David Davidar

Jatin Das
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A Memoir Of An
Extraordinary
Childhood

C

elebrated actor and
theatre
worker Deepti Naval did
not want her career as an actor
to be her only identity. She
chose to pursue her love for
writing and tell the story of
her journey that begins
from her childhood — a
journey to reveal who
Richa Chadha
she really is. Naval now
believes that writing her
book, A Country Called Childhood: A Memoir, was the
best thing that happened to her.
Prabha Khaitan Foundation, under its initiative
Kitaab, collaborated with Phulkari Women of Amritsar
to launch Naval’s book in Amritsar. The star-studded
event saw well-known personalities eagerly waiting for
the unveiling of yet another masterpiece by Naval. Sheetal
Khanna, Ehsaas Woman of Amritsar, moderated the
event and Praneet Bubber, Ehsaas Woman of Amritsar,
delivered the welcome note.
A Country Called Childhood was launched in the
presence of actor Richa Chadha, who was also the chief
guest at the event. Also present were Paramveer Singh,
General Manager of Taj Swarna, Inderbir Singh Nijjar, a
member of the Amritsar legislative assembly from
the Aam Aadmi Party, and Tina Aggarwal,
President of Phulkari Women of Amritsar.
“Deepti Naval has had a great artistic
influence on me as an actor,” said
Chadha. “Main Zinda Hoon reshaped my
perspective to help me understand my
mother better. That’s how art influences
you and your relationships. I love the title of
the memoir, and it is an absolute honour for
me as a fan to launch a book by Deeptiji. She is
Preeti Gill

Deepti Naval

I was born at a time when India was highly unsettled
owing to Partition and the Second World War, so I
delved deep while writing about my childhood, where
a huge four-storey house in Amritsar had become
my entire world. The Partition era affected my entire
family. My grandfather was a criminal lawyer who
was getting displaced, my father studied in Lahore
and my mother fled Burma after the Japanese
invasion during the Second World War. She travelled
through jungles to reach India
a national treasure, a consummate artiste, actor
and author.”
Jaspal Singh Sandhu, Vice-Chancellor
of Guru Nanak Dev University, felicitated
Chadha before Preeti Gill, Ehsaas Woman
of Amritsar, took the stage to converse
with the guests. Gill defined the book as
“Deepti Naval’s love affair with Amritsar”.
“I was born at a time when India was highly
unsettled owing to Partition and the Second
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World War,” remarked Naval. “So I delved deep
while writing about my childhood, where a huge
four-storey house in Amritsar had become my
entire world. The Partition era affected my entire
family. My grandfather was a criminal lawyer
who was getting displaced, my father studied
in Lahore and my mother fled Burma after the
Japanese invasion during the Second World War.
She travelled through jungles to reach India.”
Gill asked Naval to reveal a little more about
her mother. “We had a special bond,” responded
the actor. “She used to tell me stories of Burma,
its Buddhist influence and a simple lifestyle, all of which
fascinated me. She taught me how to sketch, noticed
the little things in life and showed empathy. From her, I
learned how to observe people and how to put myself in
others’ shoes to understand how they feel. I believe that
this greatly helped me as an actor. I still remember what
she told me when I was young. She said, ‘You’ll get what’s
rightfully yours. Do not extend your hand for more’.”
What about Naval’s ‘runaway story’? “I was tired of my
image as a sweet, innocent girl,” revealed Naval. “At the
same time, I admit that it was stupid of me to run away
from home to go see the mountains in Kashmir. I was
drawn to Kashmir because I saw several movies and songs
that were filmed there. But what can you expect when
a student runs away in her school uniform? The police
caught me at Pathankot station because they smelled

Deepti Naval calling upon Babulal, who is from
the 'Mochistaan' she mentions in her book

Tina Aggarwal, Praneet Bubber and Sheetal Khanna

something fishy. I enjoy being a woman and don’t hold
back, but in hindsight I realise that it could have been
disastrous. It was my parents I felt bad for. I shouldn’t have
put them through that kind of mental trauma. I urge no
daughter to do that.”
On her passion for films, Naval said, “My love affair
with films began at home. My family had nobody who
didn’t love cinema. My grandfather would watch movies
to unwind after a hectic day in court. I loved Meena
Kumari; maybe I was obsessed with her! I used to study
her intricately, watching her every move on screen. The
way she expressed emotions really inspired me. That’s why
I always want to play characters that let me connect with
people emotionally.”
In the concluding segment, the author interacted with
the audience during a Q&A session. Sandhu felicitated
Naval before Aggarwal
brought the event to a close
with the vote of thanks.

Jaspal Singh Sandhu and Inderbir Singh Nijjar

Paramveer Singh, Kanika Mehra, Aarti Khanna with Richa Chadha and Deepti Naval

This session of Kitaab
Amritsar was presented
by Shree Cement Ltd in
association with Phulkari
Women of Amritsar, Aleph,
Dainik Jagran, Taj Swarna
Amritsar and with the support
of Ehsaas Women of Amritsar
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Makarand Deshpande, Shabana Azmi and Deepti Naval with Naval's book

Childhood That Made
Strong Woman

I

t was an evening of childhood reminiscences and
a look into the journey of a renowned screen actor,
theatre artiste and writer. Prabha Khaitan Foundation,
under its Kitaab initiative, organised a special session
with the legendary Deepti Naval to launch her book, A
Country Called Childhood: A Memoir, which chronicles
her childhood days and experiences, all of which shaped
her into the person she is today. The chief guest for the
evening was veteran actor Shabana Azmi, who joined
Naval on stage to unveil the book. Ketki Bhatia, Ehsaas
Woman of Mumbai, moderated the proceedings, and
Manisha Jain, the branding and communications chief
of the Foundation, delivered the welcome note. Veteran
actor and theatre stalwart Makarand Deshpande was in
conversation with Naval. He is renowned for his work in

theatre as well as his films in Hindi, Marathi, Malayalam,
Telugu, Tamil and Kannada.
The event was attended by eminent personalities
like Poonam Dhillon, Zarina Wahab, Divya Dutta,
Mita Vashisht, Kirti Kulhari, Varsha Usgaonkar, Sonali
Kulkarni, Aparna Sen, Kanwaljit Singh and Anoop
Soni. As an actor, Naval is known for her scintillating
performances in movies such as Yeh Ishq Nahi Asaan,
Chashme Baddoor, Mirch Masala, Kamla, Leela and Firaq.
Even in theatre, she caught everyone’s eye right from her
stage debut and established herself as a versatile theatre
artiste.
Deshpande set the tone for the evening when he said,
“Music may not need words, but words are all that books
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have, and the title of this book resonates with the words
written inside. With experience, our understanding
changes and we learn to analyse emotions better. This
can create marvels, and while reading A Country Called
Childhood, I felt the same emotions. It made me laugh and
cry.” He went on to read a few lines from a poem in the
book, after which Azmi read the prologue of the book,
titled ‘Dance of the Songs’. Naval then read out an excerpt
from a chapter about a stormy night in 1952 — the night
she was born.
“I have a lot of stories to tell; stories that nurture me,”
said Naval, when asked about her life. “I have found a safe
place in my own inner world. I remember the stories my
mother used to tell me about Burma. She fled and came
to India when the Japanese invaded Burma during World
War II. And I remember trying to experience what she
must have experienced, as if it was my story.”

MUMBAI

I have a lot of stories to tell; stories that nurture me.
I have found a safe place in my own inner world. I
remember the stories my mother used to tell me
about Burma. She fled and came to India when the
Japanese invaded Burma during World War II. And I
remember trying to experience what she must have
experienced, as if it was my story
– Deepti Naval

The chapter titled Crack in the Picture-Perfect Frame

Anup Soni and Ritu Babbar with Deepti Naval

Manisha Jain, Ketki Bhatia and Karishma Mehta

Music may not need words, but words are all that
books have, and the title of Naval’s book resonates
with the words written inside. With experience, our
understanding changes and we learn to analyse
emotions better. This can create marvels, and while
reading A Country Called Childhood, I felt the same
emotions. It made me laugh and cry
– Makarand Deshpande
Aparna Sen and Mita Vashisth
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Shabana Azmi, Makarand Deshpande and Deepti Naval in conversation

was discussed. The stories recounted
in the chapter were the result of Naval
witnessing a tumultuous period in the
relationship between her parents — a
phase that scarred her deeply. As a
child, Naval failed to find security in
any relationship. “It was childhood
trauma,” she said. “That’s why
writing down my memories has been
profoundly exhilarating and liberating
for me. But recording the painful
experiences of my parents’ lives meant
that I was reliving those moments, and
that was a little unpleasant.”
On the subject of her acting career,
Naval revealed how disappointed she

Zarina Wahab

Kirti Kulhari

I was very disappointed with the way in which the industry
had typecast me. I believe that this took away my real
identity. It’s writing that helped me trace and redefine my
true identity. Given that I started writing well before I started
acting, it was extremely important for me to nurture my
internal creative process
– Deepti Naval
Divya Dutta
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was with the way the industry had typecast her. She
believed that this took away her real identity. “It’s writing
that helped me trace and redefine my true identity,” she
said. “Given that I started writing well before I started
acting, it was extremely important for me to nurture my
internal creative process.”
Naval gleefully shared the story of running away
from home to visit Kashmir. She had watched movies
and songs filmed in Kashmir and had fallen in love with
the place. But her adventure didn’t last long as she was
stopped by the police, who suspected that something was
wrong, when they saw a young girl in a school uniform
wandering around alone. Naval acknowledged the trauma

her parents went through for the few hours that she went
missing, and urged everyone to resist the urge to make the
same mistake.
The session concluded with the author interacting with
the audience and answering questions about her book,
her career and her experiences. Karishma Mehta, Ehsaas
Woman of Mumbai, delivered the vote of thanks and
joined Bhatia in felicitating the author, the chief guest,
and the moderator.

Kanwaljit Singh

Poonam Dhillon

Susmita Mukherjee

Eminent personalities in the audience

This session of Kitaab Mumbai was presented by Shree
Cement Ltd in association with Aleph and Lokmat and
with the support of Ehsaas Women of Mumbai

Varsha Usgaonkar
Varsha Usgaonkar

Sonali Kulkarni

Priya Malik
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Trip
Down Memory Lane
T

he resplendent actor, Deepti Naval, was the
star of the evening when Prabha Khaitan
Foundation organised a special session of
The Write Circle to build a conversation
around Naval’s autobiography, A Country
Called Childhood: A Memoir. Zarqa Jain,
Ehsaas Woman of Ludhiana, welcomed
Naval and the guests while Deepika
Bhalla, a jewellery designer, traveller,
photographer and writer, moderated the
event.

Deepti Naval

moments with full honesty.”
Naval also shared some of the more
difficult moments from her childhood — for
instance, she would find herself getting anxious when
her parents argued, because she believed their relationship
to be ideal. She also spoke about how her mother never
really moved on from the death of an eight-month-old
boy (one among the triplets; the two others did not
survive after birth) and how she and her friends were the
victims of incessant street sexual harassment. “I wanted
to write my book like a screenplay, recreating
the scenes for all of you to read and feel what
I was feeling,” said Naval. She promised her
readers a journey into the age of innocence.

Deepika Bhalla

When asked to read out an excerpt from
her book, Naval read from the preface, titled ‘Dance of
the Songs’. This gave the audience a glimpse of the rich
imagery Naval has used to paint a vivid picture of her
childhood. “In my book, I reproduce the images just
the way I remember them,” said Naval. “I have tried to
remain accurate to my memory.” While talking about
her childhood, Naval recounted the first time she felt
empathy: it was when she saw a small boy ask
for milk from Naval’s mother, who used to
distribute milk periodically. She went on to
draw from this experience during her career
as an actress, especially when she needed to
empathise with characters to portray them
faithfully. “I was putting myself in the place
Pallavi Pahwa
of somebody else and feeling what they could
have been feeling at the time,” explained
Naval. “This went a long way for me in my
acting career.”
Naval also talked about how she was
born on a stormy night in a waterlogged
hospital ward, and how, when she was a child,
her father would have to accompany her
with a lamp during her nightly trips to the
washroom. Recalling her days at a convent
and all the memories associated with that
time, she spoke candidly about adolescent
crushes and how she eventually came to
admire the colour green. “I have written the
book, not from the perspective of what I
am now, but what I felt back then,” she said,
highlighting the innocence of the stories in
the book. “I have put down all my childhood

The evening came to an end with an
enriching Q&A session with the audience.
Pallavi Pahwa, Ehsaas Woman of Ludhiana,
delivered the formal note of thanks on behalf
of the Foundation, after which Naval and
Bhalla were felicitated.
The Write Circle Ludhiana was presented by
Shree Cement Ltd in association with
Radisson Blu Ludhiana and with the
support of Ehsaas Women of Ludhiana

Zarqa Jain

Divya Oswal

The audience at the event
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A Collection of Vivid
Childhood Memories
“You’re a brilliant storyteller
because you bring out
pain, love and passion in
your work.” These were
the words of Vivek Atray,
who was the moderator at
another memorable session
of The Write Circle
organised by Prabha
Khaitan Foundation at Taj
Chandigarh to honour the
Vivek Atray
legendary Deepti Naval.
Sharmita Bhinder, Ehsaas
Woman of Chandigarh, delivered the
welcome note before introducing the
renowned Naval — who has written her
memoir, A Country Called Childhood:
A Memoir — and Atray, a former IAS
officer, author, and motivational speaker.
Naval and Atray spoke at length about A
Country Called Childhood.
When asked about her motivation
behind her storytelling — both as an
author and as an actor — Naval responded
that the best part of her childhood was
listening to stories about Burma from her
mother every night. “It was a ritual,” said
Naval. “She used to tell me about Mandalay,
where she lived, and her experiences,
especially of how she came to India.
Those stories stayed with me and played
a huge role in me being a storyteller, or
even an actor.”
So what lends to her skills as an actor and
her excellent understanding of characters?
“Actors draw inspiration from their own
lives, their memories, and their emotions.
As a creative person, one tends to
interpret life and reproduce what the mind
retains. When I was young, my sister used

Deepti Naval

to force me to playact roles as she pleased.
Later, I realised that these were nothing
short of acting workshops that indirectly
helped me hone my acting skills,” said the
author.
Sharmita Bhinder

Manisha Jain

Shalu Goel

Nirupama Dutt

Before Naval took questions from the
audience, Atray asked her about actors who
inspired her as when she was a child. “I was a
fan of Asha Parekh. The songs of her films
turned out to be my biggest inspiration,”
replied Naval. “Waheeda Rahman was
another actor whom I looked up to. Her
film Teesri Kasam had a huge impact on
me and my desire to become an actor. Most
of their films showed the journey of life, which
is something that resonates in my stories.”
The session drew to a close with
Manisha Jain, Ehsaas Woman of
Chandigarh, delivering the formal vote of
thanks and Shalu Goel, Ehsaas Woman of
Chandigarh, felicitating Naval and Atray on
behalf of the Foundation.
The Write Circle Chandigarh was
presented by Shree Cement Ltd in
association with Taj Chandigarh
and with the support of Ehsaas
Women of Chandigarh

RAIPUR
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A Tale 25 Years
In The Making

Deepti Naval

D

eepti Naval wears many hats.
Apart from being a legendary actor,
she is also director, writer, painter and
photographer. Prabha Khaitan Foundation
organised a special session of The Write
Circle in Raipur with Naval as the guest.
Aanchal Garcha, Ehsaas Woman of Raipur
and the founder of Budding Bookworms
and co-founder of Oorja Ladies Society and
Literati, welcomed Naval and the moderator
of the event, Kalpana Choudhary, Ehsaas
Woman of Raipur.

Kalpana Chaudhury

Aanchal Garcha

Naval’s prowess as a writer was evident
in her first collection of poems, Black Wind
and Other Poems, which was published in
2004. Her latest literary venture, A Country
Called Childhood: A Memoir, bears further
testament to her literary acumen. “The
memoir is a metaphor for the childhood
I experienced in Amritsar,” said Naval. “It
was a childhood filled with love, adventure,
mystery, tragedy, and joy.”

made me trace my journey from Lahore to
Amritsar. While doing my research, it
dawned on me that the stories of the
women in my family would need to be
prominently featured.” Naval also said
that the influence of the stories of her
mother, and her two grandmothers
proved essential in the conception of
the book. The tales of the hardships
these women bore and the strength they
displayed moulded Naval into the spirited
woman she is known to be
Naval also spoke about her upbringing
and her family. “My father, Uday Naval, was
a professor of English at the City College of
New York,” said the author. “As a literature
enthusiast, he also wrote short stories. My
mother, on the other hand, was a painter,
and her wide-ranging interests included
dance and theatre. In fact, my initiation
into the world of art happened in my own
home: I was exposed to paintings, literature,
classical music and Kathak.”

Apart from being a chronicle of Naval’s
life, the book also focuses on Partition,
the Japanese invasion of Burma and the
Shrishti Trivedi
Jalalabad massacre. However, it also brings
to life the picture of Naval’s Punjabi family,
the unique smells, sights and sounds that made up her
childhood. The session came to an end with Shraddha
The conversation centred around Naval’s writing
Trivedi, an educator and businesswoman, felicitating
process. “I started writing the book 25 years ago,”
Naval, and Shrishti Trivedi, Ehsaas Woman of Raipur
confessed Naval. “After completing four chapters, I
and a lawyer-turned-entrepreneur, delivering the
realised that the book required more research. This
vote of thanks.

Neha Shri Shrimal and Harman Garcha

Amit Sharma and Sushil Agarwal

Karan Kapoor

The Write Circle Raipur
was presented by Shree
Cement Ltd in association
with Hyatt Raipur and
with the support of Ehsaas
Women of Raipur
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Partnering With the
Pride of Jalandhar
G

autam Kapoor, the visionary
entrepreneur, conceived the
idea of a 5-star hotel in Jalandhar as
early as 1996. After joining hands
with the United States’s Carlson
Group of Hotels in 1998, Kapoor’s
dream was finally realised when
Hotel Radisson started operations
Arun Kaul, General Manager, in Jalandhar in 2001. A part of the
Radisson Jalandhar
Radisson Hotel Group, Radisson
Jalandhar massively boosted international tourism in the
city owing to its impeccable hospitality, top-notch service,
and world-class amenities. Today, it has become the ‘pride
of Jalandhar’. The Radisson Jalandhar is where Prabha
Khaitan Foundation hosts its Jalandhar events under
its initiatives.
The Radisson Jalandhar likes to look after its guests’
wellness. The health club Evolve allows guests to remain
active by exercising in the gym, or relax by taking a dip in
the swimming pool. The hotel also has massage and spa
services, a men’s salon, and a beauty parlour. Famous for
its gourmet meals, Tiffany’s 24 Hours Coffee Shop serves
both Indian and international cuisines, prepared
by the finest chefs. Find a glass of
sparkling wine, innovative
cocktails as well as refreshing
mocktails for teetotallers at
JD’s, a sports bar.
The restaurant Noble
House is an Asian cuisine
hub not only for guests
from outside the city but
also for local residents of
Jalandhar who frequent

The beauty of Radisson
Jalandhar as dusk falls

The gorgeous interiors of Radisson Jalandhar

the hotel. Radisson Jalandhar’s The Great Kabab Factory
is immensely popular and sought after for its kababs and
curries, and a menu that changes every day, curated by
top chefs. There are also banquet facilities for business
meetings and social events. Prabha Khaitan Foundation,
which works tirelessly for humanitarian causes and the
uplift of arts and culture, hosts all its Jalandhar-based
events at Radisson Jalandhar.
The aesthetically designed Radisson Jalandhar
is constantly reinventing
and upscaling itself. Thanks
to General Manager Arun
Kaul’s expertise and Sunil
Vij’s financial acumen,
Radisson Jalandhar has
been maintaining the
highest standards of
hospitality in the city,
making it the most
attractive destination
for visitors.
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Directorspeak
It is an honour for Radisson Hotel, Jalandhar
to collaborate with Prabha Khaitan Foundation.
The Write Circle has been an outstanding
platform and an exceptional initiative for writers,
journalists and novelists to bring substantial
knowledge to, and encourage interaction with,
the people. Our very first association with the
Foundation began on May 25 this year. We had
the splendid opportunity of hosting the renowned
author, Kiran Manral, followed by the legendary
actor, Deepti Naval and the eminent journalist,
Barkha Dutt, recently. This collaboration has
strengthened into a great mix of knowledge and
entrepreneurship: a stepping stone for the invited guests
to explore their minds.

or Sardana
and Divya Kapo
Sabina Kapoor

We are thankful to Ruhi Walia Syal for initiating this
collaboration. This alliance between Radisson Jalandhar
and the Foundation will always facilitate a constant
exchange of ideas and thoughts, which, in turn, will
help us achieve a better future for our fellow citizens of
Jalandhar. We look forward to many engaging sessions
with well–known and esteemed personalities from
different walks of life. We at Radisson Jalandhar offer our
guests an experience of a lifetime; experiences that we
hope will resonate with your dreams.
— Sabina Kapoor and Divya Kapoor Sardana
Directors, Radisson Jalandhar

Kiran Manral and Divya Kapoor Sardana
Barkha Dutt and Divya Kapoor Sardana

INDORE
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Onwards

Upwards

When it comes to promoting art, culture and education as well as providing a platform
for the performing arts in India, Prabha Khaitan Foundation has always looked to
push its own boundaries. But it had also been the vision of the founder, the late Dr
Prabha Khaitan, to empower women and provide them with the opportunity to define
their own identities. That dream has taken shape with Ehsaas, an initiative that brings
together talented women from different cities and backgrounds who work for societal
good. Over the years, Ehsaas Women have become indispensable to the Foundation with
their creativity, drive and dynamism. As the Foundation seeks to expand its horizons,
let us meet our Ehsaas Women from Indore, who shall be launching the Foundation’s
initiatives in their beautiful city soon!

Suchitra Sajid Dhanani

B

orn and brought up in Vadodara, Suchitra Sajid Dhanani is a
hotelier by profession. She founded the Barbeque Nation chain
of restaurants with her husband, Sajid Dhanani. With a Bachelor’s
degree in home science and a Master’s degree in social work from
the erstwhile Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda, Dhanani had
the freedom to choose her own path. She was born to parents who
cherished the birth of a girl child.
As the daughter of a painter and a sculptor, Dhanani was exposed
to several art forms. She is a self-taught potter; alongside pottery,
hand embroidery, gardening and working with Indian textiles are her
passions. A feminist at heart and a lover of nature and cleanliness,
Dhanani’s motto in life is to stop the wastage of limited natural
resources such as water and electricity. Having conducted Maati
festivals several times under the aegis of her pottery studio Akira, she
wants to promote studio and professional pottery that the people of
Indore are interested in.
A permanent trustee of the Indore Institute of Head and Neck
Oncology, Dhanani works closely with Dr Digpal Dharkar to serve
poor cancer patients at the Indore Cancer Foundation Charitable
Trust. With her administrative skills, she contributes to the smooth
running of the cancer hospital.
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Surbhi Dhupar

A

postgraduate degree holder in marketing and
management, Surbhi Dhupar provides sports and
fitness solutions to clients across India. A foundermember of the Indore Management Association’s
Professional Women Forum and an active member of
FICCI FLO’s Indore chapter, Dhupar is a keen learner
and wants to work for the preservation of art, culture and
literature. For her, art and culture are the means through
which anyone can express themselves safely, an avenue
that also shapes society’s beliefs and aspirations.

Unnati Singh

U

nnati Singh is the director of UNNATI SINGH Beauty Academy
& Salon. Having run her academy for more than 29 years
and trained over half a million students and professionals, she has
played an important role in shaping the grooming industry in India.
A trusted advisor, mentor and creative expert, Singh is a soughtafter international beauty specialist and an educator. An industry
expert, she has been a Brand Ambassador (Education) with Wella
Professionals and L’Oréal Professionnel, represented in 21 countries.
She is currently associated with Framesi Italy as a Brand Ambassador
(Education). She has also mentored students of Calyx Academy of
Professional Hair Designing, Mumbai, who are beginning to make
their mark in the hair designing industry.
Having mentored students from the transgender community,
Singh has been tirelessly engaged in educating and promoting new
talents and introducing them to the industry. She has been part of
several beauty pageants and Fashion Week events such as the Times
Fashion Week, and has graced award shows such as the Indian
Television Academy Awards in 2019. She is an avid reader who
spends her leisure time writing poems.
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